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ABSTRACT ::::.

This thesis attempted to identify a¡d e:çlain some of the sources of

attitude-behavior inconsistency among professors in relation to a campus :::::j :.:

strike by other staff in a Canadian university. The formation of attitude" l'::':::::::

,:t1 ,::',1 
:¡, ,tr"

toward e'conomic and polÍtical issues resulted more from socialization in 'j.r:, -"1

certainnon-professionalstatusesthanfromprofessiona]socialization.
;

The conversion of attitudes into corresponding behaviors rüas affected by

the presence, absence, or ambiguity of social support. Attitude-behavior 
i

consistency was greatest when a professorrs personal attitude was l

ì

conservative and corresponded to the behavioral norm in the universit5r; or l

iwhen the attitudes and behaviors of colleagues were perceived to be in

accordance with personal attitude. Both ambiguous social support and 
: . ,:,:,:

colleague opposition increased the amount of inconsistency for attitudinally , . 1,,,,

liberal professors, but had little effect on attitudinally conservative professors. ":"'; 
: 

"

In total, professors seemed to be more influenced by the actions than by the

words of their associates. The importance of using specific measurement

''"t: 

"tt't 

".t '

indices in relation to specifie issues was indicated many times. "' "'" '
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The problem explored in this thesis has concerned researchers in the field 
,,,,,,:,,: 

,:,

.:: ;:,-.:; : :'

of social psychology for many years. It is the problem of identifying and explaining 
: :

: ..:.i_: .:-

the sources of inconsistencies between attitudes and behaviors. Two types of :r';:.'1: i":

approaehes have been used to explain this failure of attitudes to accurately predict 
1behaviors" In the first type of approach which has been called a probability 
:

concsptualization, inconsistency has usually been interpreted to mean that an '

attitude did not really exist. In the second type of approach which has been called

an intervening variable conceptualization, researchers have ceased to assume a

one-to-one relationship between attitude and behavior (Liska, Lg74az26l), Rather,

they have concentrated on identifying various conditions which a-ffect the strength

and direction of the attitude-behavior relationship (see for example DeFleur and

Westie, 1963; Fishbein, 1966, L967; Rokeach, LSGT; Ehrlich, 1969; Warner and

DeFleur, 1969; Ajzen, 1970; and Liska, Lg74a, L974bl"

Since the present study was concerned with the latter approach, two distinct

conceptual processes were considered in formulating the rescarch. Consideration

was directcd first toward sourccs of specific attitudes, a¡d second toward the

conditions affecting the conversion of those attitudes into corresponding behaviors.
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With respcct to thc second proccss, recent efforts in social ¡rsychology havc

focused on dctcrmining the role of social support which has bccn thought to be

the major factor intervening between attitudcs and bchaviors (lVarner and DeFleur, 
:,,,,,.,.

1969; Cole, 1969; Cole and Adamsons, 1969; DeFriese and Ford, 1969; Albrecht 'rr :':

et al. , t972; and Liska., L974b). However, the conditions which accentuate or

depress the effect of social support on the attitude-behavior relationship have not , , .

been sufficiently studied (Liska, 1974a). Therefore the present study attempted 
i::::r:.:::r.'r

,t, 

"'.t,,t-a,.to determine the causes of specific attitudes for a specific group, university :r":':'¡:": :'

professors, and then to examine the conditions under which the presence or absence

of social support from colleagues affected the relationship between those attitudes

and the corresponding behaviors.

While much attitude-behavior research has been directed toward professors,

some of the major studies included no measure of overt behavior, and only a few

studies involved the emergence of any salient issue. Thus, the determinants of

various attitudes held by professors and the conversion of those attitudes into

corresponding behaviors have not frequently been studied (a) under actual conditions,

nor (b) have the conditions been systematically investigated with respect to such

variables as type of issue (Abramson and Wences, L972:621.

With rcspect to the lattcr, there is reason to assume that the factors affecting

attitudc-behavior consistcncy among professors vary over the type of issuc. For
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example, Ladd and Lipset (1971a) found that correlations bctwecn acadcmic succcss

and liberal-lcft attitudes on national ancl international issues (such as thc Vietnam

war, legalizing marijuana, busing and school integration, etc.) did not hold for

campus issues (such as student activism, student role in university affairs, and

university poliey toward blacks).

The present study was therefore an important contribution to the field in

several ways. First, a salient issue occurred atttre university in which this study

was conducted, namely a campus strike by non-professional staff which provided

both faculty and students with many opportunities to engage in various overt

behaviors either supporting or opposing the strike. Second, previous studies in

which the attitude-behavior relationship was explored in terms of some salient local

campus issue have only dealt with faculty support of student activism in American

universities (either in relation to student rights, or in relation to the Vietnam war).

Since the present study concerned faculty attitudes and behaviors with respect to a

campus strike by other university sta-ff in a Canadian university, two additional

dimensions have been added: a different type of issue, and a different setting.

As mentioned previously, two separate conceptual processes were involved,

one concerning attitude formation and the other concerning the conversion of

attitudes into l¡ehaviors. With regard to the former, attitudinal predispositions

toward social issucs have bccn hcld to result frorn thc combined effect of two

socialization ¡rrocesscs, although various writers havc diffcrcntially em¡thasized
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the relative importance of each. On the one hand, socialÍzation in non-professional

or pre-professional statuses (measured by variables such as religion, political

party affiliation, fatherrs occupation t a€.êt and sex) has been thought to result in
. ,;t 

t 
;t,t ;

a rrgeneral political orientationrr from which attitudes toward specific issues \ryere

derived (for example, Cole, 1969; Cole and Adamsons, 1969). On the other hand,

socialization in professional or occupational statuses (measured by variables such 
,,,,,,,,,,,,

as academic discipline, tenure, rank, salary, eminence, orientation toward ' " 
i

'-tt,;;l,:,::,

teachingvs.research,andjobsatisfaction)hasbeenthoughttobemoreimportant

in determining attitudinal predisposition toward social issues (for example,

Spaulding and Turner, 1969; Turner and Spaulding, 1969). The essential difference

between these two models is the question of whether attitudes are formed prior to 
i

:

self-selection (or self-recruitment) into various academic disciplines, or whether l

once recruited faculty members are differentially socialized according to different 
l

eoncerns within their respective academic fields. While both t¡ryes of e>cplanations

were tested in this study, it was e>çected that non-professional socialization would 
,l: ,,,,i,.,:

be more important in explaining attitudes toward a campus strike. This e><pectation 
. .

.':., : t. :';

was based on research which showed that correlations between a professional status, , : :

academic success, and l.iberalism on national and international issues did not hold

for campus issues (Ladd and Lipset, LgTLa)o
:-: ;.:.i::ì:::.. . : .:

Turning to the second process, the causes of attitude-behavior inconsistencies, 
: l';i;i;';i;'

social support was held to be the most important intervening variable. Two sources

of social support and/or pressure lryere thought to determine whether or not
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professors behaved in accorda¡rce with their own attitudes: these were colleaguest

attitudes, and the attitudes of oners students. Generally attitude-behavior

consistency has been greatest when the significant others in onets social

environment agreed with onets position, and lowest when the significant others

held the opposite opinion to the individual. Therefore, it seemed logical that a

professor would be most likely to behave in accordance with his own attitude

(either liberal or conservative) if the majority of his close colleagues and students

shared that attitude, and least like1y if the reverse was trtre. The present study

focused only on colleague attitude as a source of social support or of opposition.

To summatize, this thesis attempted to identify and e>çlain some of the

sources of attitude-behavior inconsistency among professors in relation to a

campus strike in a Canadian university. TVo distinct conceptual processes \ryere

considered. The first concerned the sources of specific attitudes, and the second

concerned the conditions affecting the conversion of those attitudes into correspond-

ing behaviors. With respect to the attitude formation process, although hwo alternate

e:çlanations were tested, it was expected that the first would be more imporüant.

The first t¡pe of elçlanation was that sociatization in certain non-professional

statuses resulted in a general political orientation from which attitudes toward

specific issues were derived. The second t¡rye of explanation was that socialization
¡ :1:_:;_'

in certain professional statuses determined attitudinal predispositions toward social '''1:':' ;

issues. With respect to the attitude conversion process, the effects of. the presence

or absence of social support from colleagues were e>çlored. It was elçected that
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attitude-behavior consistency would be greatest when oners colleagues agreed with

oners position, and lowest when they did not.
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CHAPTBR II

RELEVANT RESEARCH

During the past dozen years three groups of researchers have contributed

the main body of literature concerning the attitudes and behaviors of professors.

These were Turner and associates, Lipset and Ladd, and Cole and Adam"orr".1

The Turner et aL" and CoIe and Adamsonsf studies included measures of overt

behavior in addition to measures of attitudes" The major study by Lipset et al.

(the Carnegie study) measured only attitudes but was still of great importance

because it was based on a large national sample of professors who responded to

attitude questions regarding local, national, and international issues" While other

individual studies have been referred to where relevant, the main discussion of the

literature centers around these three major groups of researchers.

THE TI]RNER ET AL. STIIDIES

Turner and various associates conducted three smaller studies of specific

academic groups 
- 

political scientists, sociologists, and psychologists (Turner

et al., 1963a, 1963b; and McClintoclc et al., l-965 respectively); followed by a

1 Spccific refcrer'¡ces to the worlcs of thcse authors have been macle under
the respcctive sub-hcadings 

"
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major study of nine academic groups (Spaulding et al., 1968; Turner and

Spaulding, 1969; and Turner and Hetrick, 1972).

In the three earlier studies, samples were systematically selected from

the membership of the respective professional organizations and useable

questionnaires were returned by 59 percent (N=213), 64 percent (N=293¡, ând

69 percent (N=362) of the respective samples. In the major study by Turner

and his associates a questionnaire was sent to a probability sample of the

membership of nine professional associations: botanists, engineers, geologists,

historians, mathematicians, philosophers, political scientists, psychologists,

and sociologists of whom 2,390 (or 54 percent) responded. In all four studies

the questionnaire was approximately the same and requested information about

political party a-ffiliation (one type of overt behavior) and reasons for the prefer-

ence, political activity, political ideology or attitude which was measured on a

fourteen point tþolitico economic liberalism-conservatismrr scale, previous

voting history (a second type of overt behavior), plus a number of demographic

characteristic s.

On the basis of the three earlier studies, the authors concluded that the

majority of academically affiliated political scientists, psychologists, and

sociologists were political liberals,2 and, identified with the Democratic Party.

This 'was true both of professors' political and social attitudes, and of their self-

reported voting history. Of equal interest was the failure of bacl<ground factors

to explain this libcral political orientation for any of thc thrce academic groups.

2 Libcral was dcf ined as being in favor of change and reform while
conservative was defincd to mean sup¡rorting the status quo (Turner and Spaulcling,
1969:312).
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Some differences \ryere found between the Democrats and the Republicans from

study to study in terms of age, rank, size of the university in which they taught,

degree of participation in politics, size of community of origin, religion and

o
religiosit5r, " and the importance of parents as attitudinal influences. However,

in general the overall liberal orientation of the three academic diseiplÍnes seemed

to .be largely the result of conscious political choices based on both the pglicies

and leadership of their respective political parties, and on information gained as

a result of their professional training and ex¡perience (Turner et al., 1g63:66b;

Turner et al. ,L9632273; and McClintock et aI.,1g6b)

In the larger study once again a strong association was found between

academic profession and political orientation þoth in attitude or 'þolitico economic

liberalism-conservatism'r, and in party affiliation and voting history), which was

independent of the effects of bacþround or environmental factors.4 professors

in the:disciplines concerned with the application of knowledge in business and

industry (geology, mathematics, and engineering) were much more conservative

in both attitudes and behaviors than professors in the disciplines concerned with

social and political problems þhilosophy, sociology, and political science)

(spaulding and Turner, 1968; Turner and spaulding, 1g69)" This variation in

political orientation between discÍplines was attributed to differences in perspectiveS

3L"h** 
and Shriver (1968) argued that the religiosity of professors can be

determined by their academic discipline:. that is scholarly distance from religion
affects eognitive differentiation of religion, while social support affects religiosity.

Ã*When 
they standardized for certain background and environmental factors,

the relationship between academic discipline and political orientation was increased,
suggesting that the former rryere masking the strength of the relationship between the
latter. (Turner and Spaulding, 1968:260-1).

5 Stodi", by Becker and Carper (1956), Rosenburg (195?), and Davis (1965)
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within the two types of academie groups. Support for this interpretation was found

by examining the reasons for party choice given by professors in the two different

t¡rpes of disciplines. For academics in the liberal arts political orientation was

primarily based on knowledge gained in their professions. For professors in the

applied disciplines it was primarily based on party policies and leadership.6

Further, the rt. . . degree of association between profession and party preference

was reduced very little by hotding any factor constant.rr (Turner and Spaulding,
q

1969:327). 
r

The authors attributed their results to the influence of face-to-face peer

gfoups. These peer groups were thought to be very important in influencing the

found that acaderne as a profession had recruited heavily through the years from
the more liberal undergraduates. Currie et aI" (1968) found that und.ergraduates
who had realistically considered becoming college professors were more frequently
politically left. In addition, "o_ . . those who gave liberal responses to questions
concerning the Bill of Rights, labor unions, and minority groups, are more likely
than illiberal responders to have considered college teaching.rr (Currie et aI; ¡
1968:541) .

Lipset and Schwartz (L9661 suggested that liberalism-conservatism among
professional groups was related to the type of clientele that the group served; and
that the greater liberalism of the social sciences was partially e>çlained because

' they are subjeet to attack from persons with vested interests (as a result of their
academic role as social critic). In other words, social scientists see themselves
as social critics while professors in applied disciplines see themselves as problem-
solvers of the business community(spaulding and Turner, 196g:250).

The most radieal department politicalty in the social sciences and in the
university is thought by some writers to be sociology (McClintock et al., 1965;
Ladd' 1970). There is some evidence that a resurgent oppositional intellectual
tradition in sociology is responsible for attracting persons of alienated dispositions
in greater numbers than do the other social sciences (Selvin and Hagstrom, 1g65:
51213).

6 To"n"" and Hetrick (1968) found.that stated reasons for party choice held
for both original choices and party changes.

7 Eit""o and Maranell (1968) also found that the great majority of social
scientists were Democratic (70 percent), while Ladd (19?0) found that only 4
percent of social scientists supported the Republican party.
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political attitudes and behaviors of professors through the process of rf interaction

and communication lvhich typically takes place between colleagues closely associated

inacademicdepartments.ll(TurnerandSpaulding,1.969:336).Animportant

implication of their findings is the influence of academic disciplines first in

attracting members with similar attitudes,S then in refining and reinforcing

those attitudes vis-a-vis interaction with colleagues

In summary, the studies done by Turner a¡d his associates dealt with four

main variables: professional training (academic discipline); political liberalism-

conservatism (attitudinal or ideological predisposition) ; colleague assoc iations

(soeial support); and political party affiliation and voting history (overt behaviors).

Their main findings of importance to the present study \ryere as follows: (1) social

scientists were found to be politically liberal (attitudinal predisposition) and to vote

Democratic (behavior); (2) political attitudes were found to be related to political

behavior; (3) political party affiliation (behavior) was thought to result from the

effect of three variables, namely ideology (attitude), professional training, and ,

colleague associations (Turner and Spaulding, 1-969:336). ',

I Tltis concc¡rt was rcferrcd to as the "sclcctivc idcological rccruitment
thcsis'r bv Li¡rsct :urd Ladd and will bc discussccl furthcr in terms of thcir rcscarch.
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THE LIPSBT AND LADD STUDIES

Two studies by Ladd (L969, L970) of anti-Vietnam war petitioners produced

essentially the same results. Among professors who signed petitions in both

studies, those of higher rank were better represented lthat is associate and full

professors). Professors in the social sciences signed most often (and were also

overwhelmingly members of the Democratic Party), followed by professors in the

humanities and natural sciences, then by professors in fine arts and engineering,

and finally by those groups who did not sign the petitions, education, business,

and agricultureg (Ladd, 1969: L429;1970: 554-5). In addition, petitioners tended

to be productive scholars who were acquiring academic success (Ladd, 1969: 547).

Ladd also found that approximately 90 percent of the signers in his sample were

active in one or more other ways of anti-Vietnam war support.l0 Further,

professors who gave similar reasons for objecting to the war were similar in

age, rank, quality of scholarly output, and type of university. However,they were

different in type and amount of attitudinal support for war-related campus

demonstrations by students. This same phenomenon, attitudinal and behavioral

Iiberalism on nationaL and international issues and relatively more conservatism

amongst the same professors on campus issues, was found in the Carnegie study to

be true of professorsr attitudinal positions (Ladd and Lipset, 1971a).

I
The rank order of these disciplines on amollnt of behavioral liberalism was

almost idcntical to that found by Ladd and L\rsct (19?lb:138-9) on attitudes alone.
In the latter study the rank ordcr from highest to lowest amount of attitudinal support
on four issues (onc nationaL and thrce local) was as follows: social sciences,
humanities, finc arts, education, natural scienccs, busincss, enginecring, and
agriculture.

10 Thi" was contrary to a similar stucly concluctctl at about thc same time in
whiclt Arrnor (1967:16f-r) found that pctition-signers wcrc not cngagcd in other
mcthods of protcst.
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The Carnegie study was a massive study which bcgan in 1969 and involved

a national sarnple of university professors of whom 60,028 or 60 pcrcent returned

useable questionnaires. Information was collected with respect to their social

background, professional activities and achievements, attitudes toward various

riational and international political issues, and opinions on various local issues

such as campus activism.ll However the survey did not include any measure of

overt behavior.

When all the attitude responses were factor analyzed the following four ':,:: 
: : , ': '

dimensions emerged: (1) a ttliberalism-conservatism scalert which included

questions regarding national issues (Vietnam, legalizing marijuana, Negro riots,
I

busing and school integration, and self-reported political views) i (2\ a'rcampus 
:

activismScaIe'lwhichincludedevaluationsofstudentactivismandprescriptions

ofappropriateuniverSityIeSponSe;(3)al'studentro1eSca1e''whichinc1uded
:

questions regarding student participation in faculty appointment and promotion, 
l

undergraduate admission, course content and cumiculum, and student discipline;
;: - . ::-r,.,:r:,,:,:

and (4) professorst perceptions of rfuniversit5r policy toward blacksrt which included ' ', 
.

reactions to reverse discrimination in recruitment, to black studies programs, and 
..t'"'t;""';'i'

to college racism (Ladd and Lipset, 1971b:137)" Due to the consistency of

professorst opinions on such diverse topics, Ladd and Lipset concluded that
1,t .,,'.,-,1,,.,:-'.'

profcssors'attitudeSweremorehighIystructuredandinterrelatedthanthoseof

the gcncral public.

11 L. thcir 19?1a rc¡rort Ladcl a:rct Lipsct concluclccl that corrclations betwecn
acaclcmic achicvcmcnt and lcftist or libcral vicws did nc¡t hold for campus issues.
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In general the results of the Carnegie survey were similar to those in the

Turner et aL. studies:

Social scientists . . . are the most critical and change-oriented in
the university context 

- 
the most supportive of the student protests,

the most receptive to a broadened student role in university govern-
ance, and the most willing to change university procedures to benefit
disadvantaged groups. Next in degree of general liberalism and
receptivity to the several dimensions of protest and change in the
university are the faculties of the humanities and fine arts, and of
the most social-problems-oriented professional schools, law and
education. Clustered together at a nitch substantially less tliberalr
are the natural scientists - 

physical and biological, ffid the latter's
related professional field, medicine. Finally, the most 'conservativel
in academe, ate the applied fields with a close link to business and
agriculture" (Ladd and Lipset, L97Lb;138).

In addition the authors examined three sets of characteristics thought to be

associated with different political orientations: (1) social background; (21 age

and academic generation; (3) career suecess. With regard to social background

they found 'r " . . no significant class-related differences in political orientation

within the professoriate.rr (Ladd and Lipset, 1971-b:140). Only Jews \Mere

consistently more liberal but these differences were smallest in the social sciences,

and on the issue of studentsr role"

With respect to the second set of characteristics, the authors found that age

was the most powerful variable in discriminatÍng political opinions. Younger

academics were more liberal on three of the scales: the liberalism-conservatism

scale, the canipus activism scale, and the black support scal.e (Lipset and Ladd,

19721. Persons over age fifty were most conscrvative on all issues but more so

on the campus activism and student role scales.
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None of the variables associated with the third set of characteristics

(career success as measured by status, salary, and professional achievements)

\Ãtâßr independently correlated withpoliticalviews to the same extent as were 
::::

: i: :':

age and religion. When age was controlled,rank and tenure were left with

only a very modest effect upon political opinions (Lipset and Ladd, Lg72z74l.

The authors concluded that the effect of ra¡k was reduced because of its correlation 
,1,,,

with age. ïn addition, professors who were committed to research a¡d were ''

:t-.:'

publishing at a hþh level were most liberal on the general liberalism- """"

conservatism scale, while professors of lower rank than most of their colleagues

of the same age cohort rvere more liberal on the campus activism scale (Ladd and

Lipset, 19?1b:143). The e>çIanation given for this phenomenon was as follows: 
;

. . , scholarly members of the profession are pushed by their intellectuality :

to a more critical position in national controversies; but as more successful
academicmenhaveagreaterstakeintheuniversitystatusquoandhencein
campus politics are less rliberalf (Êrc!) (Ladd and Lipset, 1971b:143-4)

The overall argument presented by these authors was hvofold: first, that
' :.t,

selective ideological recruitment was operative; and second, that greater intellectual ;,,;,
' :::

commitment and career success resulted in liberalism. With respect to the former ,',,,,.,,

(and recalling the suggestion made by Se1vin and Hagstrom, 1965, that the social

sciences attracted more left students), Ladd and Lipset found support for the

selective ideologieal recruitment theory on the basis of faculty recall of their

politics while college seniors.12 Of faculty in the social sciences 56 percent

t'*"nn (1962) found in his study of student perceptions of various
occupations that professors were given " . . . a high score on radicalismtr
and on tt . . . po\¡yer in public affairs.
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recalled being liberal, in business 28 percent, in engineering 26 percent, and in

agriculture L7 percent. Also a higher proportion of both graduate and undergraduate

students in the social sciences claimed to be oriented toward social reform (Lipset

and Ladd, 1972:91).L3

With respect to the second phase of their argument (intellectual commitment

and career success), Ladd and Lipset found:l4 :.::.:..:

, 
:,''t :t:t:t'

Intellectuals, as distinct from professionals, are concerned with the
creation of knowledge, art, or literature. Status within the occupation . ,., ,

accrues from creation, innovation, from being in the avante-garde. ¡::::'"':':'

Inherent in the obligation to create, to innovate, is the tendency to
reject the status quo, to oppose the existing or the old as philistine.
lntellectuals are also more likely to be partisans of the ideal, of the
theoretical, md thus to crlticize reality from this standpoint. The
need to express the inner logic of their discipline, of their art form
alsopressesthemtoopposethepowers-thepatrons-\Ã/hoSeem-
ingly are philistines, who prefer continuity rather than change.
(Lipset and Ladd, 19?2:85)"

In summary, four major conclusions are relevant for the present study:

(1) social background did not account for differences in political orientation

(attitudes) and the greater liberalism of the social sciences; however age was

the most irnportant correlate of predisposition to an activist orientation, and

religion was the distinguishing factor within the applied disciplines (Lipset and

Ladd, 19?2:88); (2) professors rt . . . who possess dominant characteristics

þarticularly when age is held constant), who have done more as scholars and

have been more rewarded, are to thc left of the nondominants; a¡d those who

13-.-" Lipsct and Ladd claimcd that many students and young faculty entered
sociology in order to enhalce thcir political objectives (19?2:98-9)"

14 this was supportcd by Lipsct and Dobson (1972) who found that a
general tendency existcd arnong achieving intellcctuals, as distinct from
prolcssionals, to support a politics of radical criticism.
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emphasize research are to the left of those who focus on teaching.rt (Lipset and

Ladd, L972;941; (3) subject matter seemed to affect types of associates and

identifications a professor had both inside and outside academe - 'rThese

features of subject matter - the area of activity it encompasses, the problems

it involves one with, and the interests outside the university which it defines 
-

together influence the t¡rpe of person recruited into the field." (Ladd and Lipset,

1971b:136); (4) the direct relationship between academic achievement and attitudinal

liberalism did not hold for campus issues but only for nationat and international

issues.

THE COLE AND ADAMSONS STT]DIES

lwo studies by these authors have relevance for the present study. The

first, by Cole,'was a survey of the 1962 teacherst strike inwhich 22'OOO out of

40,000 New York school teachers stayed off the job (CoIe, 1968, 1969). In that

sürdy Cole examined the effect of the presence or absence of social support, cross-

pressure, and fear of sanction on the consistency of the attitude-behavior relation-

ship in order to determine the significance of reference groups. The second study,

in which 1,061 faculty members responded, involved a student sit-in and strike in

1968 at Columbia University (Cole and Adamsons, 1969, 1970). In the latter study

the authors examined the effects of both professional and non-professional social-

ization on attitudinal predisposition, and the effects of colleague support on the

conversion of those attitudinal predispositions into behaviors. Professional

socialization was measured by statuses such as rank, tenure, salary, orientation

to teaching vs. research, professional eminence, altd job satisfaction. Non-
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professional socialization was measured by statuses such as religion, political

affiliation, social class (fatherts occupation), age, and sex.

In the teachersr survey Cole found that:

. . . two types of e>çerience interact in determining attitudes toward the
union movement. On the one hand, teachersf attitudes toward the move-
ment were interpreted as a consequence of their occupational socialization
and their positions within the school system, on the other hand, these
attitudes were found to be influenced by conditions external to the school
system and professional statuses. (cole and Adamsons, 1g6g:816).

Turning to the faculty survey, the two conceptual and methodological

processes, attitude formation and attitude conversion, are dealt with separately

for the sake of clarity.

Causes of Attitudes Toward Student Demonstrations

Contrarry to the conclusions reached by Turner and associates, Cole and

Adamsons found that professional statuses (academic discipline, ra^nk, productivit5r,

and professional eminence) had little effect on attitudinal support of the student

demonstrations (Cole and Adamsons, 19?0). Instead these authors found that

certain non-professional statuses, namely religion, political party affiliation,

and social class (as measured by fatherrs occupation), âs well as political identification

(an attitudinal measure of liberalism-conservatism) were all related to attitudinal

support of the strike (Cole and Adamsons, 1969:318-9). Cole and Adamsons had

hypothesized that socialization in non-professional statuses resulted in a general

political orientation from which attitudes torvard specific issues were derived, and

that this attitudinal predisposition would only be converted into the corresponding

behavior when social support from onets colleagues aurñ/ot students was present.
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In other words, the expected causal sequence was as follows:

Figure 1. The expscted causal sequence from attitude
formation to behavior

(1)

socialization in
non-professional
statuses

(21

general
political
orientation

(3)

attitudinal
predisposition
toward social
issues

(41

overt behavior
as modified by
colleague and
student attitudes

When they standardized for political identification as an intervening variable

in the attitude formation process (represented by steps (1), (2) and (3) on the

preceeding diagram), Cole a¡rd Adamsons found that the effects of religionlS attd

political party affiliation on attitudinal support of the strike were greatly reduced,

but that the effect of social class on attitudinal support was only slightly reduced

(Cole and Adamsons, 1969:320). They therefore concluded that socialization in

non-professional statuses created a predisposition among professors rr . . . to

support a social change movement in their profession.'t (Cole and Adamsons,

1969:320)

The other b'vo non-professional statuses to which these authors directed

themselves were age a¡d sex, both of which luere found to be correlated with

attitude toward the strike. The relationship between age and support was inverse

(that is, older professors vyere less liberal), and betrreen age and political

identification it was inverse but weak. Further, this inverse age- support

15 Fo" professors who claimed no religion, parentst religion was substituted
but was found to have no relationship to attitudinal support of the strike (Cole and
Adamsons, 1969:320).
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relationship was not changed when political identification was standardized lCole

and Adamsons, 1969:320-1). The authors interprcted this to mean that oldcr

professors who rated themselves as 'rliberaL't or rrradicalrf were imputing different

meanings to these words than were younger professors.

Women scored higher in attitudinal support than men. The authors

concluded that this was a spurious relationship (or else the result of differences

in the professional experiences of male and female professors) since the political

socialization of male and female academics was not likely very different. Further

analysis showed that for professors over fifty the relationship between sex and

support was a-rr artú.act of age and further, that the sex-support relationship was

inflated primarily by the greater number of women who had supported immediate

withdrawal from Vietnam on one of the attitude indices. In the authorsr words,

'r o n . sex status is more likely to influence professional attitudes by providing a

frame of reference in which the individual evaluates his professional status.rt

(Cole and Adamsons, 1-969:322)"16 The authors aLso found that there was no

relationship between sex status and job satisfaction, but great differences in terms

of academic success between men ard rù/omen. Men occupied higher ranks and had

more publications. The authors' final interpretation of the sex status variable

was that either success tempered liberalism, or that the sex-support relationship

disappeared rvith agc (Colc and Adamsons, 1969:323).

lG fhi" intcrprctation was su¡rportcd by Colcts survey of public school
tcachcrsr rcactintrs to utrionization mcntioncd ¡trcviously (Colc, 1968) in which
hc l'ottnd " . . . that tncn wcrc rnorc lilicrly than wol'ncn to su¡t¡lort thc union
bcc:tttsc ntc¡t w(ìrc lcss satisfitxl wi[h tcaching as a ¡lroÍcssion.t' (Colc zurd
Atlnrnsons, 1O(ig: :1221 .
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The Conversion of Attitudes into Behaviorsl?

Cole and Adamsons operationally defined behavioral support as overt

actions on the part of professors such as cancelling classes or relocating them

off campus after the students set up picket lines.

Results indicated that approximately half of the professors in their sample

were attitudinally supportive of the strike while about two-thirds were behaviorally

zupportive (as measured by eight items of overt behavior such as the two examples

mentioned above). This discrepancy led the authors to conclude that ,t . . . it was

clearly more difficult to convert a negative than a positive predisposition into

behavior. The general context in the university was one of support for the

demonstrators. Holding regular classes was negatively related to the support

inìex o . .tr (Cole and Adamsons, t96923241"

lurning to the role of social support, the data confirmed the authorsf

e>çectation whÍch was that to the extent onets colleagues \üere perceived to offer

social support the attitude-behavior relationship would be more consistent than if

colleagues tvere perceived to offer opposition. CoIe and Adamsons found,

17thi, is depicted by steps (3) and (4) in the diagram on page 19.
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. , . a strong association between a faculty membcrrs own attitude
and his perception of the attitudes of his friends. If a professorf s
friends agreed with his position, behavior was more likely to have
corresponded with attitude than if they disagreed with him.

It was interesting that if the attitudes of the respondent's friends
were ambiguous þerceived as neutral or split)18 and if his own
attitudes favored the demonstration, he was little more likely than
collcagues with similar attitudes but consistently unsupportive
friends to have translated attitudes into behavior. Respondents
whose attitudes were negative, however, were just as likely to have
met regular classes if their friendst attitudes were ambiguous as
they were if their friends agreed with their views . . .

When we use political identification rather than the support index
as an indicator of predisposition, there is an even stronger effect of
attitudinal context . ... (W)hen attitudes of friends are held constant,
the faculty memberrs own political identification had litt1e effect on
behavior. In fact, of those faculty members whose friends opposed
the strike, those who said they were strongly liberal or radical were
even more likely to hold regular classes than were their more
conservative colleagues. Only when friends were neutral or split did
onets own political identification become an important influence on
behavior. The data ... suggest that sociaL support and pressure from
colleagues had a greater effect on behavioral support of the demonstra-
tion than did personal attitudes. (Cole and Adamsons, 19692324-5).

Further, in schools such as engineering and agriculture where the attitudinal

context was conservative, those professors who attitudinally supported the strike

were mostlikely to have held regular classes. That is, the behavior of those

professors was highly inconsistent with their own predispositions. Similarty

Cole and Adamsons found that although only minor differences in attitudinal support

existed among professors of political science, pure science, and philosophy, there

were substantial differences among these groups in amount of behavioral support.

Only with political science and philosophy professors was the attitude-bchavior

18 Tho cffcct of social
discussed furthcr in rclation

sup¡rort whcn it is pcrceived as ambiguous will bc
to the derivation of the hypothcses"
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relationship consistent. Professors from the pure sciences held regular classes

contrary to their attitudinal predispositions. This phenomenon was thought by

Cole and Adamsons to reflect pressure to hold classes exerted on those professors

by their relatively more conservative students.19

Other implications of these findings are discussed relative to the derivation

of the hypotireses. For now it is sufficient to note that the results of the faculty

study by Cole and Adamsons were consistent with the results of the teachers study

by CoIe (1968, 1969), and with the results of a much earlier study of a strike by

union printers (Lipset et aI., 1956). For all these groups of respondents the

opinions of significant others in their social environment affected attitude-behavior

consistency.

THE DERIVATION OF THE ITYPOTHESES

The essential difference between the studies by Turner et aI. and the studies

by Cote and Adamsons was the type of social issue involved. While the latter

authors attributed attitudinal predispositions on a campus issue to socialization

in non-professional statuses, Turner and associates attributed attitudinal position

on national politics to the influence of professional training. In contrast Cole and

Adamsons found that occupational socialization had littte effect on the attitudes of

faculty mcmbers toward student demonstrations, and thercfore concluded that

profcssors wcrc morc influcnccd by what hacl happcncd to thcm bcfore entcring

ln Ro".o*ch ¡rrcviously nrcntioncd indicatcd that studcnts in disciplincs
othcr th¿ur thc social scicnccs wcro much tìtorc cr¡nscrvativc.
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their profession than after. However Turner and associates found that pre-

professional socializatÍon was unable to account for differences in political

party affiliation or in voting history. These studies which had seemingly

divergent findings r¡¡ere based on two difTerent t¡rpes of issues, one national

and one local. It therefore seemed that type of issue was a most important

consideration. In accordance with that assumption most of the hypotheses that

ïvere tested in the present study vüere derived from Cole and Adamsonst

research since both involved the emergence of a campus issue. l

The Hlæotheses Regarding the Attitude Formation Process

The First HSpothesis

Cole and Adamsons found that academic discipline was not a good predictor

of professorsr attitudinal position either for or against the student strike. There-

fore, the first h¡rpothesis was as follows:

There will be no significant difference bgtween professors in different

diseiplines in amouht of attitudinal support for a campus strike.

The Second H¡ryothesis

Consistent with the first h¡rpothesis and also based on Cole and Adamsons?

findings, the seeond hypothesis was as follows:

Socialization in non-professional statuqes will be more highly correlated

with atlltudinal position on a eampus strike than will socialization in

professional statuses.
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The Hypotheses Reggr.rding the Attitude Conversion Process

Since the remaining h5rpotheses concerned the role of social support in

the conversion of attitudes into behaviors, Cole and Adamsonsr findings are

discussed in more detail because their studies were the only two that attempted

to specify the conditions under which attitudes corresponded with behaviors.

In Colers sfirdy of a strike by public school teachers he found that

'f . . . teachers acted in accord with their own predispositions depending on

their environment. Where social support, either positive or negative (i.e.,

in favor of or opposed to the strike), was present, 85 percent acted in accord

with their own predispositions. ÌVhen social support was not present, only 37

per cent acted in accord with their own predispositions.'r (Cole, 1969:509).

Similar results were found in Cole and Adamsonst study of facuþ support for

student demonstrations: tr . " . when social support for onets orrn attitude ïyas

present within the department, 69 per cent acted in accord with their own beliefs.

When social support was not present, only 49 per cent acted in accord with their

own beliefs.tt (Cole and Adamsons, 1969:325-6). ,{.ttitude-behavior consistency/

inconsistency resulting from the presence or absence of social support rffas there-

fore not restricted to one t¡rye of environment or to one type of salient issue, even

thorrgh the observed variation was smaller in the latter study.zo Since the results

of the above studies can be generalized to different social issues and different

social environments, they are applicable to the present study.

20 11" difference in observed variation between the two studies could have
resulted from the crudeness with which behavioral support was measured in the
faculty suruey. Since the questionnaire included no direct measure of support,
such as cancelling classes or holding them off campus, the authors used a measure
of strike opposition - 

holding classes in the regular classrooms (Cole and
Adamsons, 1969:323-4)
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A first consideration in specifying some of the conditions under which

attitude-behavior consisteney woulcl be a-ffected by social support, was the

general context in the universit5r. In Cole and Adamsonsr study the behavioral

norm was support for the strike (half of their sample attitudinally opposed it,

but only one-third behaviorally opposed it). They reported that r' . . . it was

clearly more difficult to convert a negative (or conservative) thana positive

(or liberal) predisposition into behavior.r' (Cole and Adamsons, 1969:324).

Stated differently this means that when the general context in the university was

one of support or liberalism, professors who attitudinally opposed the strike

were more likely to behave inconsistently than were professors who attitudina^Ily

supported the strike. In fact, these authors found that only 11 per cent of those

who attitudinally supported the strike behaved inconsistently by holding regular

classes, while 56 per cent of those who attitudinally opposed the strike behaved

inconsistently by not holding regular classes (Cole and Adamsons, L96g2324'¡.

With the general liberal context in the university five times as much attitude-

behavior inconsistency occurred among professors who attitudinally opposed the

strike.

A plausible explanation for this difference in both the direction and the

amount of inconsistcncy could be that a type of "tipping phenomenon'r was

occurring, similar to that suggestccl by Bart (l-970). While Bartts study includcd

no attitutlc indices, bchavior was measurcd relative to a salient international

issue - signing an anti-Victna.m war ¡rctition which was sent to the Prcsidcnt
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of the United States and to Congress. With respect to the ti.oping phenomenon,

Bart h¡pothesized that 't . . . oncê a certain percentage of members of a

department signed, . . . almost everyone would sign.rt (Bart, 19?0:841).

She elçected tipping to occur as a resu.Lt of ttre general context in individual

departments and concluded it had not occurred because the highest rate of

petition-signing within any department was only 63 per cent. What she failed

to consider was that the behavioral norm in her university as a whole was

conservative since less than 41 per cent of her sample behaved liberatly and

signed the petitiont In contrast, in Cole and Adamsonst shrdy the behavioral

norm in the university as a whole was decidedly liberal since two-thirds of their

sample supported the strike by not holding regular classes. Both the above-

mentioned surveys therefore support the proposition that departments are not

homogeneous entities, and that the important variable affecting 'rtipping'r may

be the general context in the whole university rather than in individual depärtmerrt".21

The Third H¡pothesis

As one aspect of social support, general university context may determine

the direction in which the greatest amount of inconsistency could be expected.

Specifically, if the general context or behavioral norm in a university was

supportive of a given salient issue, the greatest amount of consistency would be

21 á,ootLer reason why tipping would not occur until a majority of faculty
had supported a given salient issue was suggested by Cole and Adamsons when
they pointed'out that not holding regular classes was against traditional academic
practice. Therefore when the supportive or liberal behavior in question involved
cancelling classes, those professors who attitudinally opposed the issue but
behaviorally supported it would also be overeoming the influence of traditional
academic practice, and would be breaking the terms of their teaching contract
with the university. (Cole and Adamsons, 1969:324).
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expected to occur among professors who attitudinatly supported the issue, a¡d the

greatest amount of inconsistency among professors who attitudinally opposed the

issue. In contrast, if the general context or behavioral norm in the university

was lack of support (or opposition) toward the issue, the greatest amount of

inconsistency would be etçected to occur among professors who attitudinally

supported the issue, and the greatest amount of consistency among those who

attitudinally opposed the issue" The third hypothesis was therefore as follows:

If the direction of the behavioral norm in the universitv as a whole is

liberal, the greatest amount of attitude-behavior inconsistency will

ocsur among attitudinally conservative profe$sors, and if the be.havioral

norm is conservative the greatest amount of inconsistençy will occur

among attitudinallv liberal professors

The Fourth Hypothesis

An additional consideration is specifying s_ome of the conditions under

which attitude-behavior consistency would be affected by social support coneerned

measurement indices" When Cole and Adamsons used political identification rather

than a strike support index (see cole and Adamsons, lg6g:81?-8 for the four

questions used to construct the index) to measure professorts personal attitudes,

and perceived attitudes of close friends to measure social support, they found

that:

i1t rj:)'i': ;! i.r,"-1!: ., r.-:; ; ,
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. o . wherÌ attitudes of friends are held constant, the faculty memberts
own political identification had little effect on behavior. In fact, of
those faculty members whose friends opposed the strike, those who
said they were strongly liberal or radical were even more likely to hold
regular classes than were their more conservative colleagues. only
when friends were neutral or split did onets own political identification
become an important influence on behavior. The data . . . suggest that
social support and pressure from colleagues had a greater effect on
behavioral support of the demonstrations than did personal attitudes.
(Cole and Adamsons, 1g6g:825)

To avoid problems of validity such as value homophily or respondentrs

misperceptions of friendts attitudes, the authors al.so used a measure of social

support computed from actual responses within departments in which ten or

more members responded. Using this measure of social support the authors

found that:

. ... profêssors who themselves favored the demonstration but worked
in departments in which the majority opposed it were just as likely to
hold regula'r classes as \Mere their counteryarts who opposed the Àtrike
but worked in departments in which the majority favored the strike.
(Cole and Adamsons, 1969:32b).

these results suggested the importance of determining the relative importance

of both perceived and actual measures of colleagues? attitudes as indicators of social

support. CoIe and .Adamsons seemed to be of the opinion that perceived attitudes

were more important when they stated: 'r . . . we note a strong association between

a faculty memberts own attitude and his perception of the attitudes of his friends. tf

a professorrs friends agreed with his position, behavior ïyas more likely to have

corresponded with attitude tb.an if they disagreed with him.,r (1969:324). Therefore

the fourth h¡rpothesis was that:
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When close colleaguesr attitudes toward the strike are perceived as

being in opposition to personal attÍtude, professors will behave more

inconsistently than when close colleaguest attitudes are perceived as

being the same as personal attitude.

fhe Fifth H¡pothesis

The final factor (referred to previously) which was considered was the

effect of friends? attitudes when these were perceived as being neutral or split.

As quoted previously Cole and Adamsons found that:

o . o if the attitudes of a respondentf s friends \ryere ambiguous þerceived
as neutral or split) and if his own attitudes favored the demonstration, he
was little more likely than colleagues with similar attitudes but consistent-
ly unsupportive friends to have translated attitudes into behavior. Respond-
ents whose attitudes toward the demonstration v/ere negative, however,
were just as likely to have met regular classes if their friendst attitudes
were ambiguous as they were if ttreir friends agreed with their vierrys.
(Cole and Adamsons, 19692324).

rühen friends were perceived as offering ambiguous social support, the

effect on a professorts behavior was similar to that of conservative friends,

regardless of a professorrs o\ryn personal attitude. Cole and Adamsonst

explanation was that tr . o . even ambiguous social support sufficed to encourage

traditional behavior, while such ambiguity tended to discourage behavior that

broke with convention.tt (1969:324). An alternate explanation could be that

when friendst attitudes \ryere ambiguous, the person was freed to act in accordance

with his orvn beliefs (Hirschi, 1969; Box, 1973). Professors who attitudinalty

opposed the issue would be e:cpected to behave conservatively and professors
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who attitudinally supported the issue would be expected to behave liberatly.

In that case, the failure of those professors who were attitudinally liberal

to behave consistently must be e>çlained in relation to Cole and Adamsonsr 
.,,,.,,,,

study. That failure could have resulted from any or all of the factors already

mentioned - namely the general context in the university; the method of

measuring the presence, absence, or ambiguity of social'support; the effect t,,,,,,:,
-.-.-..:'

of traditional academic practice; or the degree of obligation to uphold one?s 
i

:, :. ,: ,

teaching contract with the universit¡r. The first two factors would seem most i: :'

unlikely ex¡planations given that in Cole a¡rd Adamsonst shrdy the general context

in the universit5z was liberal, and that perceived attitudes of friends'ü¡ere

probably more important than actual attitudes. However the latter two factors
:

combined, namely the effect of tradition and the felt contract obligation :

consideredinconjunctionwiththeeaseofnegatingaspecificattitudeasopposed

to the difficulüy of motivating a given behavior, cor¡ld have affected consistenc¡r :

for those attitudinally tiberal faculty who did not cancel classes. Support for 
: :,,:

: :' ::;'::

this interpretation was found in a preliminary study (conducted by the writer) :: :.::' .- .r";
...:"::

among professors in the same university in which the present study was conducted. ,'

Regardless of their attitudinal position toward the strike 95 percent of respondents
:

who did not cancel classes (that is, behaviorally support the strike) stated that 
-,,,,,,,-.::.::-.:

their teaching obligation a¡r:d,/or contract with the university was the main reason

for not doing so. The fifth hypothesis was therefore as follows:

When colleaguest attitudes toward the strike are perceived as ambi$uous

professors will behave in accordance with their own attitudes , ,,,,,,,'
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The overall hypothes ized eff.ect of social support on strike behavior involvcrl

a three variable interaction between behavioral norm in the university, personal

attitude, and colleaguest attitudes. These ex¡pected correlations are depicted in

the following cliagrams in which rrsrr mea.ns strike support, ttNSrf means no strike

support (or opposition), 'f+tt meals degree of attitude-behavior consistency, and

rr-rt means degree of attitude-behavÍor inconsistency.

Figure 2. The expected effects of social support on strike
behavior: A diagramatic representation of the
interrelationships between general. context in the
whole universitv, personal attitudes, and
colleague attitudes.

A. General context in the university liberal:

B. General context in the university conservative:

strike Behavior by Personal Attitude and colleague Attitude

Personal Attitude

Colleague Attitude

Liberal Ambiguous Conservative

Liberal
Conservative

c-|-l s+ NS-
s-- NS+ NS++

strilie Behavior by Personal Attitude and colleague Attitude

Personal Attitude
Colleague Attitude

Liberal Ambiguous Conservative

Libcral

Conservative

s++ s+ NS--

s- NS+ NS++
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In summary, studies by three major groups of researchers were reviewed

inthis chapter. The firsttwo groups, Turner et al. and Lipset and Ladd, both

found strong relationships between academic discipline and certain potitical

attitudes and behaviors. In addition, Lipset and Ladd found that the relationship

between academic achÍevement and liberalism on national or international issues

did not hold for campus issues. The third group, Cole and Adamsons, found that

socialization in certain non-professional statuses was related to additional pre-

dispositions toward local issues. Further, social support from colleagues had a

greater effect on the conversion of attitudes into corresponding behaviors than did

personal attitudes. In other words, the first two groups of researchers attributed

the forrnation of professorsr attitudes to professional socialization, while the latter

group attributed attitude formation to non-professional socialization. All three

groups indicated that social support was importarú in the conversion of attitudes

into corresponding behaviors, but only Cole and Adamsons attempted to specify

the conditions. The essential difference between the two models was the tSrpe of

issue. In the studies by the first two groups which found professional socialization

to be more important, the issues were national or international; while in the

studies by the latter group which found non-professional socialization to be more

important, the issues were local. Since the present study involved a local issue

the h¡4potheses were based primarily on CoIe and Adamsonsf research. Two

h¡potheses regarding the formation of attitudes and three hypotheses regarding

the role of social support in the ìorrversion of attitudes Ínto corresponding

behaviors were derived from the literature.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The Sample

One-third of the full-time academic staff teaching in Administrative Studies,

Agriculture, Arts, Education, Engineerhg, and Science were drawn in a random

sample stratified by Faculty" In addition, one-half of the full-time academic staff

teaching in each of three affiliated colleges were randomly selected. Full-time

staff included any professor who had taught the equivalent of trvo-thirds of a regular

teaching load or more. during the 19?3-?4 acad.emic year (a regular teaching load

was three full-credit courses)" Exeludin g 2L of.the 321 professors in the original

sample who did not meet the teaching requirement, the distribution of the remaining

300 was as follows:
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TABLB I

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDBNTS AND NON-RESPONDENTS
BY AFFILIATION

Faculty Refusal Non-Response Response
Percent
Response

College I

College II

College III

Administrative
Studies

Agriculture

Arts

Education

Engineering

Science

1

L

5

7

6

3

13

8

19

0

2

10

2

2

7

7

2

10

I

ù

I

13

35

43

2L

L9

M

61.9

53. 3

70.4

65. 0

89.7

68.3

67 "7

79.2

73. 3

Totals N=30 N=55 N=21_5 7L.1

With respect to the 28.3 percent of the sample who failed to respond, 
,,,,

information was available from university records as to their faculty and departmental ,:

affiliation, ranl<, Iongcvity of tcaching at this university (date of appointment), ancl sex

status. A comparison of thc rcspondents and non-respondents on the basis of those
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four criteria produced the results shown in Tables II and IIl.22

It would appear that there were no differences in terms of sex between

respondents and non-respondents. However the difference between the highest

and lowest response rates by rankwas 15.2 percent; by longevity itwas 25

percent; and by academic discipline it was 30 percent. The relationship between

rank and rate of response was inverse with 80.5 percent of lecturers responding,

74.7 petcent of assistant professors responding, 69.1 percent of associate

professors responding, and 65.3 percent of full professors respgnding. Similarly

the relationship between longevity and rate of response was inverse with 82.6

percent of those who had taught at this university for three years or less responding,

74.2 percent of those who had taught between four and eight years responding, 62.8

percent of those who had taught between nine and fourteen years responding, ¿Lnd

57.6 percent of those who had taught fifteen years or more responding. By

academic discipline the proportional rate of response was as follows:

Agriculture - gg.7 percent, Engineering _ 7g.2petcent, sociar sciences _ 73.t 
,.,,,:,,,,,,,,

percent, Natural Sciences - 73.5percent, Education - 6'1.? percent, Administrative 
::.,,,,:,.;,;,
.: . .:..::..,;:.. :

Studies : 65.0 percent, and Humanities - 59.T percent.

22 whil" both faculty and departmental a^ffiliation were available, due to the
small number of both respondents and non-respondents by department this was not
used. Instead, the mcasurement index used was ilacademic discipline.tt The
difference between this and 'rfacult5r affiliationtrwas that the Faculty of Arts was
divided into the Socia] Sciences and llumanities" The Social Sciences included the
departments of Anthropolog5r, Bconomics, Geogra¡thy, Political Studies, Psychology,
and Sociology. The Humanities includcd alt other clepartments in the Faculty of Arts.



Respondents*

Non-
Respondents+*

Rade of
Response

TABLE II

DIFFEREN CES BETIüEEN R ESPONDENTS AND NON-RESPONDEN TS
BY SEX, RÆ.{K, A}tD LONGEVITy (in percent)

Male

SEX

90.2
(1e4)

89.4
(76)

7L.9

Female

9.8
(2L)

10.6
(e)

70.0

Lecturer

+N=300 **N-95

L6.4
(33)

9.5
(8)

80.5

Assistant

RANK

Respondents*

Non-
Respondents

Rate of
Response

TAB],E III

D IFFEREN CES B ETWE EN RESPOND ENTS AND NON -RESPONDEN TS
BY ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE (in percent)

34.4
(741

29.8
(25)

74.7

Associate

Agriculture

34,4
(76)

40.5
(34)

69. 1

Professor

*N=2gg *{,N=94

16.3
(35)

4.7
(41

89. ?

t4.9
(32)

20.2
(17)

65.3

Engineering

0-3 yrs

LON G E VITY

26.6
(57)

14.8
(12)

82.6

8.8
(1e)

5.'9
(5)

4-8 yrs

*N=300 **N-95

Social
Sciences

62.t
(LLzl

48. 1

(3e)

74.2

9-14 yrs

15.8
(34)

L4.L
(12)

73.979.2

Natural
Sciences

12.6
(27)

19.8
(16)

62. 8

15 yrs +

*N=296 **N-91

a.>. Õ

(50)

2L.t
(18)

73.5

8.8
(1e)

17. 3
(14)

57.6

Education

9.8
(21)

11.8
(10)

67 .7

Administrat-
ive Studies

6.0
(13)

8.2
(7)

Humanities

Ig,{
¡

65.0

20.0
(43)

34.1
(2e',

59. 7
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The non-response bias was greater by academic discipline than it was by

either rank or longevity. It was possible to draw some tentative conclusions as

to the reasons for this by examining the relationship between academic discipline

and rank, and academic discipline and longevity for non-respondents.2S

As shown in Tables tV and V, Agriculture and Engineering had the two lowest

rates of non-response by both rank and longevity, and as shown in Table VI their ,,,;,:,.',

'.'.':
low rates o.f non-response did not result from an underrepresentation of professor, 

,,,, ,,

within categories of those variables. Since the sample was stratified by faculty

afÏiliation (and the only difference between facuþ affiliation and academic

discipline as previously defined was that the Faculty of Arts was divided into

Socia]SciencesandHumanities)'anexaminationofthere1ationshipsbetween

academic discipline (coded as a dummy variable) and both rank and longevity for

respondents should be a good indication of the distribution of those characteristics

in the total population of the various faculties. The Pearson correlation coefficients :

indicated that Agriculture and Engineering had the two highest positive relationships 
l:,,-,,

with both rank and longevity" ,' ,',

23 n*k and longevity were naturally highly correlated and therefore a
comparison of the two was of no value in attempting to erplain the non-response
bias. For that reason thesc data have been excluded.



Longevit5r

0-3 years

4-8 years

9-14 years

15 years +

Agriculture

TABLE IV

ACADEMIC DlscIPLttlE BY LoNcEvITY FoR NON-RESPONDENTS (in percent)

0 .0 (0)

5.1 (2)

6.3 (1)

7.1 (1)

Tot¿ls

Engineering

0.0 (0)

10.3 (4)

0.0 (0)

7. 1 (1)

5.0 (4)

Social
Sciences

* Longevity was unavailable for one non-respondent in the Social Sciences, one in Education,
and three in the Humanities.

TABLE V

ACADEMIC DISICIPLINE BY RANK FOR NON-RESPONDENTS (in percent)

L8.2 (2)

L7 .e (7)

6.3 (5)

7.1 (1)

Natural
Sciences

6.3 (5)

Rank

Lecturer

Assistant

Associate

Profesgor

L8.2 (2)

17.e (7)

31.3 (5)

28.6 (4)

Education

13. I (11)

Agriculture

27.3 (3)

10.3 (4)

6.3 (1)

7.1 (1)

0.0 (0)

8.0 (2)

6.e (21

0.0 (0)

Totals

Administrative
Studies

22.6 (Lgl

Engineering

0. 0 (0)

10.3 (4)

L2.5 (2)

7.1 (1)

0.0 (0)

0.0 (0)

11.8 (4)

5.e (1)

11.3 (e)

4.8 (41

Social
Sciences

* Rank was unavailable for on€ non-respondent in the Social Sciences.

Humanities

25.0 (21

8.0 (2)

17.6 (6)

5. e (1)

8.8 (7)

Natural
Sciences

36.7 (4)

28.2 (11)

37.5 (6)

37.5 (5)

6.0 (5)

26.0 (2\

24.0 (6\

8.8 (3)

4t.2 (7)

TotaIs

Education

13. 1 (11)

32.5 (261

13.8 (11)

48.8 (39)

20.0 (16)

L7.6 (L4\

1 2.5 (1)

20.0 (5)

11.8 (4)

0.0 (0)

Administrative
Studies

2L,4 (L9l

0.0 (0)

8.0 (2)

5.e (2)

17.6 (3)

N=80*

11.9 (10)

Humanities

37.5 (3)

32. 0 (8)

38.2 (13)

2e.4 (5\

8.3 (7)

Totals

I
Cr9
r0
I

34.5 (2e)

e.5 (8)

29.e (25\

40. 5 (34)

20.2 (t7)

N=84*
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TABLE VI

ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE BY RANK AND BY LONGEVITY FOR RESPONDENTS
(Correlation coeffic ients)

In both Agriculture and Engineering there',¡/ere proportionally more

respondents of higher rank, and more respondents who had taught for a }onger

period of time in this university than in any other academie discipline" It there-

fore seemed that some factor associated with academic affiliation was responsible

for the non-response bias, and that the relationships behveen non-response and

both rank and longevity were spurious.

Further analysis showed that non-respondents were not randomly distributed

within academic disciplines but were concentrated in certain departments.

Discipline By Rank By Longevity

Engineering

Agriculture

Education

Social Sciences

Natural Sciences

Administrative
Studies

Humanities

"26

.10

.09

.04

.05

.16

.L7

.16

.15

.06

.16

.04

.13

.03

N=215
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Collectively three departments within the Humanities accounted for 29.4 percent

of the total number of non-respondents. In the English department, 12 out of 20

professors did not respond (or 60 percent of the sample for that department); in

the History department, 7 out of 21 did not respond (or 33.3 percent); and in the

Romance Language department, 6 out of 11 did not respond (or 54.4 percent).

Similarly three departments in the Natural Sciences together accounted for 14

percent of the total number of non-respondents. In the Chemistry department 5

out of 12 professors did not respond (or 41.? percent of the sample for that

department); in the Computer Science department 4 out of 11 professors did not

respond (or 36.4 percent); and in the Microbiolory department 3 out of 4 professors

did not respond (or ?5 percent). \ryithin the Social Sciences two departments showed

patterns of non-response accounting for 10.6 percent of the overall number of non-

respondents. In the Geography department 6 out of 9 professors did not respond

(or 66.7 percent of the sample for that department) , and in the Political Studies

department 3 out of 5 professors did not respond (or 60 percent). In total the eight

departments mentioned above accounted for 54.1 percent of the non-respondents

0{46), but only 31 percent of the sample (t{=93). In the other four academic

disciplines, that is Engineering, Agriculhrre, Education, ffid .Administrative Studies,

non-response did not appear to be related to departmental affiliation.

With respect to the effect of department affiliation on non-response in the

Social Sciences and Humanities and not in the Business and Professional faculties,

a possible explanation *"" ,rrgg"sted þ Turner and associates. As previously
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mentioned, these authors argued that pure and applied types of disciplines had

different professional philosophies. The latter were thought to be concerned

with the application of knowledge in business and industry, while the former 
l

(on the basis of their professional training and experience) were thought to be

coneerned with social and political problems. Therefore, professors in the

Social Sciences and Humanities may have been more concerned with the implications ,.1

of the strike, more likely to have discussed it with their colleagues, and therefore

more likely to have been aware of their colleaguest attitudes toward the strike.

Similarly, they may have been more likely to have discussed the survey instrument

itself with their colleagues, and to have reached a group decision not to complete it

and return it because of their professional vested interests as translated into real

or imaginary criticisms of the questionnaire or the project.

While arguments of this nature may explain the pattern of non-response in the

Social Sciences and Huma¡ities, in the Natural Sciences an applied discipline,

(according to Turner and his associates), professors would not likely have intensive

interaction with colleagues relative to social science research. However in the

university within which the present study was conducted, professors from the Social

and Natural Sciences and Humanities had offices in close proximity to each other

within a complex of connected buildings. The Faculties of Agriculture, Engineering, 
,,,.1

Education, ffid Administrative Studies were each located in separate buildings. Thus

it was possible that profcssors in the Natural Sciences may have discussed issues

concerning the strike with their counterparts in the Faculty of Arts" Decisions
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made by the natural scientists with respect to the questionnaire, and also with

respect to behavior during the strike, ûlây reflect the influence of colleagues

in the Social Sciences and Humanities.

In summary, it seemed that the non-response bias was the result of factors

associated with department afÏiliation. While other variables (such as rank or

longevity) may have had an effect, and other e>çIanations were possible, it

seemed that colleague associations within and between departments produced the

bias. In terms of further analysis of the d,ata, only the Humanities were greatly

underrepresented proportionally in the final sample. Therefore, any generalizations

based on the effect of department affiliation must be advanced cautiously,

The Questionnaire and the Follow-uo

Initiatly introductory letters were sent to all the professors in the sample

informing them that their name had been drawn, briefly describÍng the survey,

requesting their assistance, ând assuring them of the confidentiality of their

reE)onses. During the next week, research assistants personally delivered the

majority of the questionna ir"t,24 again requesting each professorts co-operation

and emphasizing confidentiafiry. At regular intervals of approximately every four

working days reminder notices were sent to each non-respondent.2S In total four

24 Professors in the Faculty of Education received their questionnaires
and subsequent follow-up reminders about two weeks after all other professors
because they were out in the field supervising practice teachers during the
initial data collection period.

25 
Quustioooaires were ,ro*¡"""¿ for the puryose of follorving up non-

responses and tbis puryose was made clear to those in the sample.
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reminders were sent, the second of which had another questionnaire and a copy

of the introductory letter enclosed, with a second letter to the effect that

obviously the first questionnaire had not been received or had been mislaid and

therefore another one was being serrt.26

On the basis of the total number of questionnaires returned, the response

rate in relation to each follow-up phase was as follows: initial response - 45.4

percent, first reminder - 13.7 percent, second reminder - 5.0 percent, third

reminder - 3.0 percent, and fourth reminder - 4.7 percent.

Operationalizing the Variables

The first section of the questionnaire requested that each respondent

indieate facuþ, department, rark, longevity of teaching (both at this university

and in total), sex, age, political identificatÍon and orientation, religion, and

fatherts occupation" The second section of the questionnaire included questions of

a more sensitive nature about tenure, salary, orientation to teaching vs. research,

publications, and job satisfaction. The third section of the questionnaire dealt with

type, amount, and intensity of each respondentf s interaction with colleagues.27

26 
S"u Appendix A for sample copies of the introductory and follow-up

letters, and Appendix B for a sample copy of the questionnaire.

' 27 
Colleague was not pre-defined for the respondents, but in the introduction

to that section of the questionnaire refercnce was made to rrdepartment colleaguesrr.
The first question in that section aslced each responclent to idcntify 'rusua.l. associatestr
as being either from own department, from other departments, from both, or from
neither. All other questions referred only to tryour colleaguesn.
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The final section requested that each respondent react to ten political-economic

type statements, and then that each respondent estimate how his close colleagues

would react to the same statements. This section concluded with one question

asking each respondent about personal behavior during the strike,28 and one

question asking about the behavior of close colleagues.

Non-Professional Statuses

The non-professional statuses that were measured in this study rffere those

thought to result in a 'rgeneral political orientation't as a result of pre-professional

socialization. They were sex, age, political party identification, religion, and

fatherrs occupation.

Sex was determined by the statement rrPlease indicate your sex:tf to which

responses were "femaLert and rrmalerr. Since the response categories were

dichotomous, they were used to create a dummy variable with female being scored

as 0 a¡d male as 1.

Age was measured by the question ttHow old were you on your last birthday?"

Responses were placed into the following categories: under 25, 25 - 29, BO - 94,

35 - 39, 40 - 44, 45 - 49, 50 - 54, 55 - 59, 60 or over.

Political party identification was measured by asking the following question:

28 Th" strike tool< place on the University of Manitoba campus in the falt of
1973, and involved the withdrawl of all services (which included food services
and garbage disposal) by the Canadian Association of Industrial, Mechanical, and
A,llicd Workcrs. The union pickctcd thc campus boundaries for approximatcly
thrce wcelcs, but did not physically prcvent persons from entcring or lcaving the
campus.
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t\Mith which political party do you identify ? Please complete

the appropriate column.'r

Canadian citizen

Progressive Conservative

Liberal

New Democratic

Social Credit

Communist

Other (specify)

None

American citizen

Republican

Democratic

Independent

None

Since not enough respondents answered the American column, these were combined

with the Canadian column and four dummy variables were created. Progressive

Conservative and Republican respondents were combined to create one variable

since philosophically those hvo parties were roughly equal. Liberal and Demoeratie

respondents r'vere combined to create the second variable since philosophically those

hvo parties were similar. New Democratic Party respondents composed the third

variable, and the fourth variable was composed of respondents who claimed no

political party identification. Since only 8 respondents claimed 'r ottrer I' or

rllndependentrr, and 2 each claimed Social Credit and Communist, these categories

lvere not used to create a dummy variable.

Religion was measured by asking the question [What is your religion?r'

Response categories were: rrProtestanttr, rrAnglica:ttt, trCatholicft, tUewishn,

rrMennonitetr, ttothertt, ttnonett. Four dummy variables were created from these

response categories. The first included all the Protestant religions (that is, those

who claimed they were Protcstant, Anglican, or Mennonite). The second dummy
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variable included only those who claimed they were Catholic. The third included

those respondents who claimed no religious affiliation, and the fourth included

respondents who claimed to be other religions (to which the thirteen Jewish

respondents were added).

In order to measure social class during childhood the following question was

asked:29

tïl/hich of the following categories best describes the usual
':

. 
t,

occupation of your father?'i

Professional - income from fees: e.g. doctor, lawyer

Professional - income from salary: e.g. teacher, clerg¡rmao

Proprietor or Manager: e.g. farm o\rynetrs, assistant executives

Sales (other than sales manager or administrator): e.g. auto
salesman, real estate salesman

Clerical: e.g. bank clerk, bookkeeper, secretary

Skilted worker: ê.g. electrician, plumber, carpentår

Semi-skilled worker: e.g. plumberts helper, assembly line ,,.,

worker, truck driver

Service worker: e.g. policeman, barber, bartender ',,

Unskilled worker: e.g. janitor, farm and heavy laborer

Four dummy variables were created from these response categories based on the 
,,,

similarity of groups a¡d on the distribution of responses. The first dummy variable '.:

included the two professional groups; the second included onty respondents who

29 thi, is a modified version of a Canadian occupational scale used by
Henry G9?1) ih a study of university influence on student opinion.
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claimed that their fathers were proprietors or managers; the third included thc

sales, clerical, and skilled workcr groups; and the fourth included thc semi-

skilled, service, and unskilled worker groups.

Professional Statuses

The professional statuses that were measured in this study were those

thought to be important in the occupational socialization process. The first

type of professional status was location within the university as measured by

faculty affiliation, department a^ffiliation, college affiliation, aeademic rank,

position relative to tenure, longevity of teaching university, and salary. The

second type of professional status was position within the professional field or

professional eminence as measured by orientation to teaching vs. research,

number of publications, professional activities, and job satisfaction.

The following eight variables were used to measure location within the

university. Faculty a-ffiliation was determined by asking the question 'fln what

Faculty do you teact,.? 't The six dummy variables that were created from the

responses were: Administrative Studies, Agriculture, Arts, Education,

Engineering, and Science.

Departmental affiliation was determined by asking the following question:

rWhat is your major department?rf Seven dummy variables that were used to

measure "acadcmic disciplinc" wcre creatcd frorn thc rcsponses, and differcd

from faculW affiliation only in that Arts lvas divided into Social Scicnccs and

[h.rmnnitics. Thc first dumrny variablc includcrl thc following dcltartmcnts in
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the Social Sciences: Anthropology, Geography, Political Studies, Psycholog¡r,

and Sociology. The second dummy variable included the following departments

in the Humanities: classical studies, Eng1ish, German, History, Icelandic

studiçs, Judaic studies, Philosophy, Religion, Romance Languages, and slavic

Studies. The third dummy variable included the following departments in the

Faculty of science: Astronomy, Biology, Botany, chemistry, computer science,

Earth science, Mathematics, Microbiology, physics, Statistics, and Zoology.

The fourth dummy variable included the following departments in the Faculty of

Administrative Studies: Accounting and Finance, Actuarial and Business Mathematics,

Business Administration, and Public Policy. The fifth dummy variable included the

following departments in the Faculty of Education: Curriculum:Humanities and

Social Sciences, Curriculum: Mathematic s and N atural Scienees, Educational

Administration, EducationaL Foundations, and Educational Psychology. The sixth

dummy variable included the following departments in the Faculty of Agriculture:

Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Engineering, Animal Science, Entomology,

Plant Science, Soil Science, and the School of Agriculture. The final dummy

variable included the following departments in the Faculty of Engineering:

Civil Bngineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering.

Respondents who were affiliated with one of the three colleges were asked

to reply to the statement rrlf you are a member of a College, please state which

one. " Since only 40 respondcnts in total claimcd to be members of one of the

three colleges, responses were placed into dichotomous dummy variable categories:
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those who were not members of a coi.lege, and those who were members.S0

TWo questions were used to measure longevity of teaching, one in relation

to total longevity and the other in relation to longevity of teaching at this university . 
,, ..,

The first question was ttHo'ff many years including this year have you been teaching ", ,

full-time at a college or university?tt The second question was ttHow many years

including this year have you been teaching full-time at this uniirersit5r?'r For both 
:..: :....

;: : r' .questions responses \I/ere placed into categories equal to the number of years. In ,,',,'¡',, '

the case of total longevity the range was from one to thirty-two years, and in the ,. " .

::_ 
j.:

case of longevity at this university the rarrge was from one to twenty-seven years.

ÏVith respect to rank, the question asked was: 'TiIhat is your present rank? l

Tberesponseswereplacedintothefo1lowingcategories:|'1echrrerorinstnrctortl,

tt assistant professortr, rtassociate professorrr, rþrofessorrt, 
l

Each respondentts position relative to tenure was determined by asking the 
',

ifollowing question:

r\trIhat is your position relative to tenure?'r

do not have tenure

will be considered for tenure in the next aeademic year

received tenure this academic year (L973-74,

received tenure two or more years ago

Three dummy variables were created from these restr)onse categories. The first

included respondents who did not have tenure; the second included respondents

:. .; ::

30
Of the college members, 34 were also members of the Social Sciences

and Humanities, and 6 were also members of the Faculty of science.
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\,vho were either about to be considered for tenure or who had just received

tenure; and the third included those who claimed they had received tenure two

or more years ago.

Sala:ry was measured according to the following question:

.tWhat is your present salary?rt

$10,999 or less 1?r000-18rgg9

11,000-12, ggg 1g,000-20, ggg

13,000-14,ggg 21,,000-22,ggg

15,000-16,999 231000 and over

The following four variables were used to measure position within the

professional field or professional eminence" The first step was to determine

whether a respondentts orientation was primarily toward teaching or toward

research. The questior *u.",31

rrDo your interests lie primarily in teaching or in research?'r.

very heavily in teaching

in both, but lean toward teaching

in both, but lean tirward research

very heavily in research

other (specify)

Responses were dichotomized in order to create a dummy variable. Respondents

who chose either of the teaching options were placed into one category (and coded 0),

31 thi" was a modified version of the question used by Cole and Adamsons
to measure the same thing (1970:392n).
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and respondents who chose either of the research options, plus those who chose

ttotherrr (atl of whom specified their interests were equal), were placed into the

second category (and coded 1).

One of the measu""" of professional eminence used by Cole and Adamsons

(1970) was the number of publications. The question used in the present study

to measure publications was taken from the application for research funds used

by this university and modified slightly

rWould you please indicate the number of publications, including

' those in press, that you have in each of the following categories?r'

books or monographs of which you are author or
co-author

books to which you have contributed editorial
services or signed chapters

papers contributed to learned journals of national
or international reputation

papers of more general interest contributed to
periodicals of recognized cultural standing

review and review articles in learned journals

c ontribut ion s to published government reports

extension bulletins; contributions to trade journals;
published proceedings of conferences, committees,
and other organizations; and published abstracts

contributions to literary and professional periodicals
of local rather than national or international
reputation

papers published by a university research center or
institute
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Since the sample in the present study included respondents from six

different faculties each with different crÍteria regarding publications, there

was no simple method of weighting the above categories. It was finally

decided to follow 
" n"o"uàore similar to that used by Cole and Adamsons

(1970). A total of four indices rvere computed as follows. Responses with

respect to books were dichotomized by placing respondents who claimed none

in one category (coded 0), and those who claimed one or more books in the

other category (coded 1). Responses with respect to chapters were similarly

dichotomized. Contributions to learned journals were placed into three categories

as follows: respondents who claimed none, respondents who claimed one to nine,

and respondents who claimed ten or more. For all other periodicals and papers

collectively, responses rvere placed into the same three categories. That is,

respondents who claimed none were placed in the first category, respondents who

claimed from one to nine in the second category, and respondents who claimed

ten or more in the third category. By treating all papers as equal except those

published in learned journals it was hoped that biases created by the propensity

of different disciplines to value different t5rpes of publications would be somewhat

neutralized.

Professional activity (as an indicator of professional eminence) was

measured by asking ttHave you ever held office in a professional association?rt

A dummy variable was created by dichotomizing respondents into those who

claimed they had and those who àlaimed they had not.
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The final question with respect to professional statuses had to do with job

satisfaction. The question asked was as follows:

frln general, how satisfying do you find your present job?rt

very satisfying

generally satisfying

ambÍvalent or undec ided

somewhat di s s at isfying

A dichotomous dummy variable was created by placing respondents who claimed

they were generally satisfied or very satisfied in one category (coded 0), and

respondents who claimed they were ambivalent or somewhat dissatisfied in the

other category (coded 1).

Personal Attitudes

Two t¡pes of personal attitudes \lrere measured - attitudes toward political

Íssues, and attitudes toward economic issues. The first, general political

attitude or orientation, was measured by the same question used by Cole and

Adamsons (1969), except they referred to it as political identification" The

question was:

r\Mhich do you consider yourself to be?t'

strongly conservative

moderately conservative

niddle-of-the-road

ñoderately liberat
strongly liberal
radical
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the second type of personal attitude \tras measured by an index of ten items

taken from the tteconomic conservatism scale'r developed in 1936 by Rundquist

a¡d Sletto to measure , . . . attitudes toward control of the economic institution 
,,,,,,,,.,1,,,

by government, labor, and management.tt (shaw and wright, 1-g6?:811-8). The

instructions rvere as follows:

ftFor each of the following statements, please select the ',1, , ,ì,, l

:.,.'..,,,. '.,.,, 
-'

eqponse that best represents your feeling and place the
.: .:. l

-: :.. 
:.:: 

,_ 
: t t'

appropriate symbol in the space provided" The response '.:' ::

. categorÍes to all statements are: 'r

Strongly Agree (SA) Disagree (D)

.ågree (A) Strongly Disagree (SD)

Undecided (U)

These instructions were followed by a list of ten statements (which may be referred

to in the sample questio¡naire contained in Appendix B). The items lvere scored

from 5 to 1 respectiveLyithat is from rrstrongly agreeir to rrstrongry disagreerr 
,.,, ,.,,,,,-,..,,:,,

with conservative items being reversed. Also, blanks tryere scored as Itundecidedrt ,i , '
,.,.'.' ..' ''i. 

:.':.

and assigned a value of 3 making the total range for possible scores from 10 to b0. '. 
,r '

Hþher scores indicated economic liberalism.

Initially ten items were used in the question but stepwise regression showed
,,.,t,'..-:,,'. . '

that five of the items e>çlained 91.3 percent of the variance in total score. There-

fore five items were dropped from the scale. The remaining items, in rank order

as they were selected by stepwi"u 
""gr"rsion, 

were as follows:
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ttlabor does not get its fair shåre of what it produces.il

Itlegislatures are too ready to pass laws to curb business freedom.rf

rrLabor should have much more voice in deciding government policies.n

rrPrivate ownership of property is necessary for economic progress. n

ilLarge incomes should be tæ<ed more than they are now.'r

Using only five items the range in total score was from 5 to ZS. An inspection

of the data suggested the following dichotomy on the basis of equal distribution:

scores that fell between 5 and 14 inclusive, which included 4g.8 percent of the

respondents' were interpreted to mean that respondents were economically

conservative" Scores that fell between 15 and 25 inclusive, were interpreted to

mean that respondents were economically tiberal.S2

Colleague Attitudes

Perceived colleague attitudes rvere measured by having respondents ans\Mer

the way in which they thought the majorif of their colleagues would answer the

same ten items from the t?economic conservatism scalett described above. The

instmctions were as follows:

32
The same procedure for establishing cutting points was used þ Turner

and Hetrick who stated: ItThe cutting points were established by inspection of the
frequency distributions contained in the tables. As such a procedure is often
suspect on the grounds that the cutting points may have been chosen to emphasize
the conclusions expeeted, the fact tlrrat a deliberate eflort was made to avoid such
bias should be stated." (19?2:b?1n).
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ttFor each of the same statements would you nor¡/ please select

the response that you feel best represents the attitude of the

majority of your colleagues, Ðd place the appropriate symbol

in the space provided" The response categories are the same

as before:rt

Scoring procedures were the same as those used for personal attitudes with

possible total scores ranging from 10 to 50. Higher scores were interpreted to

mean respondents perceived that the majority of their colleagues \Mere

economically liberal, and lower scores were interpreted to mean the reverse.

Stepwise regression showed that five of the ten items explained g0.2 percent of

the variance in total score. Therefore five items were dropped from the index.

The remaining items, in rank order as they were selected by stepwise regression,

were as follows:

ItPovert5r is chiefly the result of injustice in the distribution

of wealth.rt

ttlabor does not get its fair share of lvhat it produces.'r

rrPrivate ownership of property is necessary for economic progress.rf

ttFor people to do their best, there must be the possibility of

unlimited profit.rt

tflabor should have much more voice in deciding government

policics.tt
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Total scores using only the five items could range from 5 to 25. An

inspection of the data suggested the following cutting points on the basis of

frequency distribution: scores that fell þetween 5 and 14 inclusive were

interpreted to mean respondents perceived that their colleagues were economically

conservative. Scores that fell between 15 and 17 inclusive were interpreted to

mean that reqpondents were undecided as to their colleaguest attitudes, or that

reqpondents perceived their colleagues' attitudes were split (in either case,

colleaguesr attitudes were ambiguous). Scores that fell between 18 and 25

inclusive lvere interpreted to mean respondents perceived that their colleagues

were economically liberal.

No measurement of actual colleague attitudes within departments was

possible" The original intention had been to compute department attitudes from

personal attitudes in departments were more than ten professors responded since

this was tbe procedure used by cole and Adamsons (1g6g). However, in the

present study there were only four departments which had ten or more respondents.

Since the method oJ measuring colleague attitudes was very indirect þerceived rather

than actual attitudes), responses from the following direct question (which

encompassed both perceived colleague attitudes and behaviors) were used to test

measurement validity. 33

33 Thi, was a modified version of the question used by Cole arid Adamsons
to measure attitudes of colleagues (1969:324n1.
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rrDuring the CAIMAW strike, were most of your colleague friends:"

active in support of the strike

sympathetic with the causes of the strikers 
,:,,..;,,,

neutral

sympathetic with those in opposition to the strike

active in opposition to the strike 
1,,,,
' .'' -::

split into some favoring and some opposing the strike :

Responses r'¡/ere placed into three categories. The first included respondents

who perceived that their colleagues \¡/ere actively or attitudinally opposed to

the strike. The second included respondents who perceived that their colleagues

were neutraL or split (ambiguous) in their attitudes toward the strike. The third

included respondents who perceived that their colleagues were actively or

attitudinatly supportive of the strike. These three categories comesponded to

the three categories created by the cutting points on the five item economic

liberalism index.

Social Support

Social support was measured by a total of six items. The first question

identified with whom the respondent usually associated:
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ItDo you usually associate with colleagues from your own

department or from other departments ?'t

dontt associate with either

mostly with own department

mostly with other department(s)

about half and half

Since only eight respondents claimed that they associated with neither their

orvn nor other departments, this category was not used to construct a dummy

variable. Three dummy variables were created on the basis of the other three

categories.

The remaining questions r'¡/ere used to construct a social support index

based on three aspects of the intensity of each respondentrs relationship with

his colleagues, and therefore the amount of colleague infl.uence. The three

aspects were the respondentts perception of (a) the closeness of the

relationship between himself a¡d his colleagues; (b) the visibility of his

actions to his colleagues; (c) the responsiveness of his colleagues to him in

terms of the amount of professional esteem they accorded to him. The

assumption was that to the extent professors valued the approval and esteem

of their close colleagues they would be motivatcd to behave in ways consistent

with maximizing that approval and esteem (Linden, Lg74). With respect to the

five questions which follow, the first was uscd to measure closeness, the

second and third were used to measure visibility, and the fourth and fifth
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were used to measure responsiveness .

(1) trTo what extent would you take into account the reaction of your

colleagues before trying a new idea such as aJI innovative teaching

technique ?rl

considerable extent

somewhat important

of little concern

would not matter

(21 tt*ry many of your colleagues know of any special interests you

may have in teaching or research?tt

almost all

many

a few

almost none

(3) rrDo you discuss your professional ideas or opinions with your

colleagues ?rr

almost always

frequently

, occasionallY
i' 

almost never

(4) frHow mary of your colleagues seem to recognize your expertise

in your areas of specialty?rr

almost all

many

a few

almost none
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(5) ItHow many of your colleagues ask your opinion or advice in regard

to their own special projects?'r

almost all

many

a few

almost none

For all five questions, responses were assigned a value on each question

ranging from 4to Lrespectively for the different response categories. Total

scores on the support index were computed by summing the values assigned to

the individual items. In other words, scores on the support index could range

from 5to20" The higher the score the more intense the respondentts

relationship with his colleagues a¡d the greater the susceptibility of the

respondent to the influence of his colleagues in his efforts to maximize theix

approval and esteem. f,o*"* scores were interpreted to mean the reverse.

The Dependent Variable

The dependent variable in this survey was overt behavior during the

strike" The question was:
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trDuring the strike by CAIMAW that we had on this campus last

fall, what was the extent of your involvement? please check

as many as are relevant.tr

did nothing, carried on as usual.

read some literature that circulated

attended some of the meetings or debates held

cancelled one or more classes

gave money to the strike support fund

helped write or distribute pamphlets or literature

worked on the picket line

refused to cross the picket line at all

other (specify)

Responses were used to create two variables. On the assumption that

the items would be scareable, the first variable was created by placing

responses into the highest category on the list. However, an examination

of the resulting frequency distribution showed that responses were concentrated

in the second category (read literature). Therefore, rather than attempting to

scale the items in the list, a dichotomous variable was created (no support vs"

support). Respondents who claimed to have done nothing and respondents who

claimed to have only read literature were placed into one category (and coded 0 ).

Respondents who claimed to have taken any overt action in support of the strike were

placed into the other category 1aàd codeA f¡.
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The second variable was created by counting the number of different

overt behaviors that the respondent claimed to have engaged in during the

strike and placing those into categories which ranged from 0 (did nothing, 
,:,,.,¡,,,,:.

or did only one thing) to 5.

ValidW a¡rd R eliabilitv

All ttre data collected in this survey were self-reported meaning that ''' '

: ;:; .; 
: ..'. 

.:.' . 
. 

.,

respondents could have under- or over-reported. Empirically the probability '.': 
'

of under-reporting was found to be about three times as great as the reverse

(clark and Tifft, 1966). This being the case, any error introduced from
.

inaccurate self-reporting would have tended to reduce rather than to increase i

the amount of variance ex¡plained in the dependent variable. 
l

Further, research plays a part in the professional role of all academics 
l

While decisions about whether or not to respond to the questionnaire may have 
I

been determined in part by their profeSSional opinionS regarding the Survey 
,.,,t,,t,,r,,,,,

itself, once having decided to participate in the survey professors could , , ',,'

,,,,:',:: 
¡, 1,.,:,,:,,,; ;,',,

logically be expected to do so more conscientiously and honestly than the

general public.

\üherever appropriate, the measurement indices used by previous 
, ,,-,, ,, .,

researchers have been adopted in whole or in part in formulating the 'r: : r : '

research questions. Also, multiple indices have been used to measure mary

of the variables. If the *u"ro"àent indices are valid, multiple ind.ictors
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will be highly coruelated with each other and will have comparable correlations

with other variables.

Summan¡

This chapter described sampling procedures, the sample a¡d the non-

respondents, the follow-up procedures, the method of operationalizing the

variables, and discussed the questions of validity and reliability. Briefly,

the sample was stratified by Faculty alfiliation and was randomly selected.

The non-response bias which occurred appeared to be related to departmental

affiliation. Professors in the Humanities were somewhat under-represented

among the respondents. Four follow-up reminders were used resulting in a

net response rate of 71.7 percent. Measurement indices were based on those

used by previous researchers when appropriate, and multiple indices were

used to measure many of the variables in order to assure measurement

validity.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS .A}TD CONCLUSIONS

In total' approximateþ one-half of the respondents attitudinally supported

the strike, but only about one-third of them behaviorally supported the strike

as shown in Tab1es VII and VIII respectively.

The h¡rpotheses were tested by using correlation and regtession analysis.

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients measure the degree of

association or the linear relationship between two variahles and are usually

referred to as zero-order correlation coefficients. Multiple regression

measures the linear relationship between a set of independent variables a¡rd

a dependent variable while taking into account the interrelationships between

t"he independent variables. Multiple regression may be thought of as the

prediction of values of the dependent variable from the linear combination of

independent variables. The relationship between the independent variables

, üd t'he dependent variable is usually expressed as variance e>rplained. This

means that a certain combination of independent varia.bles together e>çlain a

certain percentage of the variation in the dependent variable" Partial

correlation measures the degree of association between two variables while
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controlling for the effects of one or more additional variables" In all types of

correlation and regression analysis the control is statistical rather than literal,

and is based on the assumption of linearity among the variables. Ln other lvords,

the effect of intervening or control variables is removed from the relationship

between the independent and dependent variables without reducing the cell

frequencies in the raw data.
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TABLE VII

DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONAL ATTITIIDBS AS MBASIJRBD BY THB
ECONOMIC LIBERALISM AND POLITICAL LIBERALISM INDICES

(in percent)

(Index scores between L5 and 25) 50.8 (N=108)

******* * *<{< ******t<***{<***<X*X** d<* r<* **** X * * ***,ß* * **<* * ***** **

Economic Conservatism

(Index scores between 5 and 14)

Economic Liberalism

Political Liberalism Index*

Strongly Conservative

Moderately Conservative

Middle-of-the-Road

Moderately Liberal

Strongly Liberal

Radical

49.2 (N=107)

1.9 0{=4)

10.0 (N=21)

24.4 (N=51)

35"4 (N=74)

L7.T (N=37)

L0. 5 (N=22)

* Six respondents did not answer the question
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TASLE VIII

DEITR,IBUTION OF STts,IKE BEHAVIOR AS MEASURED BY
(1) HIGHEST LEVEL OF ACTTVTTY Ar{D
(2) BY NUMBffi. OF DIFFERENT ACTryITIES

(in percent)

'*Three respondents did not a¡swer the question

(1) HTGHEST LEVEL OF ACTTVTTY

TOTALNON-SUPPORT . . . 67.5 0{=143)

Did nothing, carTied on
as usual 17.5 0{=3?)

Read some literature
that circulated 50.0 (N=10(

TOTAL SUPPORT . 32.5 (N=69)

Attended some of the
meetings or debates 6.1 pl=t¡)
Cancelled one or
more classes / 6.6 (N=14)

Discussed the strike
in class 2.8 0,I=6)

Gave money to the
strike support fund 13.3 (N=24)

Helped write or distribute
pamphlets or literatur 1.4 0{=3)

Spoke or debated on behalf
of the strikers 2.4 (N=5)

Worked on the picket line 1.9 0.I=4)

(2) BY NUMBER OF DIFFERENT ACTIVNIES

NUMBER OF WAYS IN WHICH
STRIKE SUPPORT GIVEN (N=212)*

None

One

T\ro
Three

Four
Five
Six

17.0 (N=36)

53.8 (N=114)

L4.6 (ì{=31)

9.4 (N=20)

3.8 0{=8)
0.5 (N=1)
0.9 (l.I=2)
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THE FIRST ITYPOTHESIS

There will be no significant difference between professors

in different disciplines in amount of attitudinal support for

a campus strike.

In order to test the first h54pothesis, both the economic liberalism index

and the political liberalism index þolitical orientation) were diehotomized on

the basis of frequency distribution into "liberalsrt and ttconservativestt. The

cutting point (previously described) for the economic liberalism index lvas as

follows: conservatives - scores between 5 and 14; liberals - scores betrveen

15 and 25. Thepoliticalliberalism index was dichotomized as follows:

conservatives - professors who rated themselves as strongly conservative,

moderately conservative, or middle-of-the-rod (N=79 or 36.4 percent);

liberals - professors who rated themselves as moderately liberal, strongly

liberal, or radical (N=133 or 63.6 percent). The percentage of professors in

each academic diseipline who were economically liberal and the percentage who

were politically liberal is shown in Table D(.

Both t5rpes of personal attitude varied according to aca.demic discipline,

however there was more variation in economic liberalism. The Humanities

were the most ecoriomieal.ly and politically liberal discipline, followed by the

Social Sciences. Next in degree of economic and political liberalism were the

Nah¡ral Sciences, Engineering, "ând Education which were clustered together.
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Finally, the most economically conservative groups were Agriculture and

Administrative Studies, although they were not any less politicallv liberal

than were the three groups preceding them. The first hypothesis was

therefore disconf irmed .

TABLE D(

ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE BY PERSONAL ATTITUDES
(in percent)

Economic
Liberalism

Political
Liberalism

Humanities

Social Sciences

Natural Sciences

Engineering

Education

Agriculture

Administrative
Studies

74.4 (I,{=32)

64.7 CN=22)

54.0 (N=27)

52.6 (N=10)

52.4 (N=11)

31.4 (N=11)

30. B (N=4)

78. 0 (N=32)

68.8 (N=22)

59.2 (N=29)

57 .9 (N=11)

60.0 (N=12)

54.3 (N=19)

61. 5 (Ii=B)

To some extent the relationship betlveen academic disciplinc and personal

attitudes tnay have been duc to thc non-response bias (the Ilurnanities were

uncler-rcprescntccl). Thc grcatcst cliffcrence in personal attitudcs occurucd
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between the Humanities and the other disciplines. No doubt alarge number of

the non-respondents were economically and politically conservative. Therefore,

differences in personal attitudes between disciplines would likely have been much ,,, ,;,,,,,,,

smaller if they had replied.

The data presented in Table D( initially appeared to support the argument

put forth by Turner and associates that different disciplines have different , ,r
t,t,;.'l'''t

perspectives, and/or the argument put forth by Lipset and Ladd that different 
t,1 ,,:,,,,,.''',

diseiplines selectively recmit members on the basis of ideology. Either or both """:'""""'

of these interpretations must be qualified. The indices used in the present study

to meazure personal attitudes were both of a general rather than a specific nature.

In Cole and Adamsonsr study in which they found no relationship between attitudinal

position and academic diseipline, they measured personal attitudes by a four item

index which referred directly to the strike. Therefore, indirectly the present 
.

study may support Ladd and Lipsetts conclusion (1971a) that correlates of

attitudinal liberatism on national and international issues did not hold for campus . ,, ,,,,,
: ,:-i.:- . ,,_,:¡-.';

issues. In other words, had personat attitudes specific to the strike been ,,.,,;.,,i

measured in the present study, differences according to academic discipline 
:: :ir:::::'

$'ould likely have been negligible. Although the first hSrpothesis must be

disconfirmed, the error was probably in the measurement indices and not in - - -': --:

' r_, , .t,,t,,t:

the conceptual framework.
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THE SBCOND I-IYPOTIItrSß

Socialization in non-profcssional statuses will be more

highly correlated with attitudinal position on a campus

strike than will socialization in professional statuses.

The second hypothesis was tested by using stepwise regression analysis.

Both of the personal attitude indices in turn were declared to be the dependent

variable, first with the independent variables used to measure non-professional

statuses, then with the independent variables used to measure professional

statuses. 34

For the non-professional statuses, with the economic liberalism index

dependent, nine variables explaining 34.6 percent of the variance were

selected into the regression equation within the F-Ievel (.01) and the tolerance

level (.001-) allowed. These data atepresented in Table X. The same

procedure was repeated with the political liberalism index dependent þo1itica1

orientation). Ten variables entered the regression equation within the F-level

and the tolerance level allowed. These variables explained 22.Lpercent of

the variance as shown in Table XI.

34 Du" to the non-singularity constraint, the dummy variables that were
suppressed were as follows: (a) thc uon-professional statuses: for political
identification - identifying with thc Progressivc Conservative ¡rarty; for
religious affiliation - having an affiliation with other than a Protcstant or
Catholic rcligion; for fathcrts occupation - those who claimcd their fathers
were scrni-sl<illccl, scrvicc or unskillccl worl<crs; (b) the ¡rrofcssional
statuscs: for acadcmic disciplinc - aff iliation with Adnlinistrativc Studics;
for ¡tositiou rclativc to tenure - ¿rl¡out to bc considcrcd for tcnure or having'
just rcccivcd tcnurc.
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TABLE X

E CIf, NOlf IC LIB ERALISIIÍ BY NON -PROFESS IONÀL STAT USES (N =208)

TABLEXI /

POLITICAL LIBERALIf¡M BY NON-PRoFESSIONAL STATUSES (N=208)

Variable
#
ldentify with NDP party

no religious affiliation

8ex

religion Protestant

ldentify with Liberal party

no pôlitical identif ication

fatherts occupation professional

religiotr Catholic

father I s occupation propr ietor
or manager

Simple R Multiple R

.53

.27

-.16

-.29

-.20

-.t7

-.01

-.02

-.12

.53

.56

.67

.58

.58

.59

.59

.59

.59

Beta

.55

.08

-.L2

-. l5

.10

.08

-. 04

-:.04

-.01

Varlance

T*tl:e
27.8

31. ?

32.9

33.8

34.0

34.4

34.5

34.6

34.6

Variable

identify with NDP party

no religious affiliation

identify with Liberal party

no pol itical identif ication

sex

father's occupation proprietor
or manager

age

father t s occupation professional

religion Protestant

fatherrs occupation sales,
clerical or skilled rvorker

Simple R Multiple R

.36

.28

-.06

-.11

-.10

-.05

.02

.03

-.22

.05

.36

.43

.44

.46

.47

.47

.47

.4t

.47

.47

-Ie!g

.49

.23

,24

.17

-.08

.08

.03

.05

-.03

.03

Variance

Explarned

13.0

18.3

19. ?

21. 0

2L.6

21. I

2t.9

22.0

22.0

22.1
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The similarity of the two tables suggests that the index used to measure

personal attitudes tor¡rard economic issues was valid. The fact that essentially

the same variables e>çlained more variance in attitudes toward economic issues

than in attitudes toward political issues suggests the importance of using specific

rather than general indices since the issue in the present study was more economic

than political" As previously mentioned, the failure of the data to support the first

hSpothesis \ilas thought to have resulted from this tSrpe of error in measurement

indices"

As shown in Tables X and XI, political party identification and religious

affiliation were the two most important types of non-professional socialization

associated with personal attitudes toward economic and political issues. Identifying

with the New Democratic party was strongly positively related to both economic and

political liberalism, while identifying with the Liberal party or having no identification

witb any party was somewhat negatively Èelated to both. With respect to religious

affiliation, professors who had none r¡¡ere economically and politically liberal, while

professors who were affiliated with a Protestant religion were economically and

politically conservative. Having an affiliation with a Catholic religion was slighUy

negatively related to economic liberalism, but was not related to political

liberalism" In total, political party affiliation e>çlained 28.4percent of the variance

in attitudes toward economic issues, and 15.7 percent of the variance in attitudes

torvard political issues. Religious affiliation e>çlained a total of 4.9 percent of

the variance in attitudes toward L"oro*i" issues, and a total of 5.3 percent of the

variance in attitudes towa¡d political issues. Political party identification was
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the single most important variable accounting for personal attitudes toward

economic and political issues. The only interaction between political party

identification and religious affiliation that could have suppressed the effect

of the other was that identification with the Liberal party was positively

related to affiliation with a Protestant religion (R=.23), and with having no

religious affiliation (R=.19). However, h both regression equations, the

rank order in which those three variables entered was the same. Having no

religious affiliation entered before identifying with the Liberal party which

entered before affiliation with a Protestant religion. Therefore suppression

due to an interaction between the independent variables was unlikely.

The remaining non-professional statuses were much less important in

e>çlaining either economic or political attitudes. lVith respect to social

class (as measured by fatherts occupation), professors whose fathers were

proprietors or mânagers were slightly conservative both economically and

politically, while professors whose fathers were professionals were slightly

conservative economically and were slightly liberal politically. Sinee all

relationships were small, it was unlikely that they reflected differences in

pre-professional socialization according to social class. Rather, they

appeared to reflect parental influence on choice of academic discipline for

professors whose fathers were managers or proprietors (which included farm

owners). Having a father who was a proprietor or manager was positively

related to affiliation with the diàipline of Agriculhrre (R=. 271, and.

negatively related to affiliation with the Natural Sciences (R=-.23). In other
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\trords, it seemed likely that professors in Agriculture whose fathers were farm

orffners had been influenced during their childhood socialization to choose that

discipline. Since Agriculture was the most politically conservative discipline

and the second most economically conservative diseipline (as shown in Table DQ,

this probably accounted in part for the spurious differences between the two types

of personal attitudes as related to the first two levels of social class. The third

level of social class, having a father who was a salesman, clerical or skilled

worker was slightly positively related to political liberalism, but was unrelated

to economic liberalism. Only one category of social class was related to any

other non-professional status which could have suppressed its effect. Having a

father who was a proprietor or manager was somewhat negatively related to

identifying with the NDP party (R=-.22), w}l.ic}l- probably also contributed to the

spurious relationship between personal attitudes and levels of social class. In

total, social class only explained an add.itional .1 percent of the variance in

economic attitudes, and an additional .4 percent of the variance in political

attitudes.

With respect to sex, male academics \Mere more conservative on both

indices than female academics. However, the relationships were weak since

sex only ex¡plained an additional L.2 percent of the variance in economic

attitudes, a¡d an additional .6 percent of the variance in political attitudes.

Also the number of females in the shrdy was small making the correlations

u¡reliab1e. With respect to ageì it was only slightty positively related to
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political libcralism, anrl was unrelatecl to economic attitudes. Further, neither

sex nor age were suppressed due to an interaction with some other non-professional

status. The zero-order correlation coefficients showed that neither of them was

associated with any of the other independent variables nor with each other. Both

seemed unimportant in the formation of personal attitudes toward social and

political issues.

Turning to the variables used to measure the professional statuses, these

were declared to be independent variables (for stepwise regression analysis)

first with the economic liberalism index dependent, then with the political

liberalism index dependent. With the economic liberalism index dependent,

seventeen variables explaining 25.9 percent of the variance \r/ere selected into the

regression equation within the F-level and tolerance level allowed. However, ten

of those variables explained 24.3 pexcent of the variance as shown in Table XiI.

The remaining variables were considered to be unrelated to personal attitudes

toward ecomonic issues since the additional variance explained was negligible.

The procedure was repeated with the political liberalism index dependent. AII

nineteen variables enterecl the regression equation within the F-level and the

tolerance level allowed. They explained 14.6 percent of the variance. However,

since the primaly purpose for using the political liberalism indcx was to test

the validity of the economic liberalisrn index, only thc first ten variables (rvhich

explaincd 13.4 ¡rerccnt of the variance) arc shown in Table XIII for cornparison

with the varial¡lcs shown in TablcXII. Only half of thc first ten variablcs

selcctccl to cxplain cconomic libcralism wcre also arnong thc first tcn variablcs
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selected to explain political liberalism. Both in terms of the variables selected

and the rank order in which they entered the regression equation, the non-

professional statuses associated with economic and with political attitudes

were more similar (Tables X and XI), than the professional statuses associated

with economic and with political attitudes (Tables XII and XIID. This will be

discussed later.

Aeademic affiliation and longevity were the only two professional statuses

that were related to both economic and political attitudes; the former being the

most important professional status associated with either type of personal

attitude" Affiliation with the Humanities was strongly positively related to both

economic and political liberalism, however as mentioned previously, professors

in the Humanities \ryere under-represented in the respondents. Affiliation with

the Social Sciences was slightly positively related to both economic and political

liberalism, while a-ffiliation with Engineering was slightly positively related to

political liberalism, ild slightly negatively related to economic liberalism.

Affiliation with any of the three remaining disciplines was not related to political

attitudes, but was negatively related to economic liberalism: affiliation with

Agriculture was strongly related, while affiliation with either Education or the

Natural Sciences was slightly related. Affiliation with three of the disciplines,

the Humanities, Social Sciences, and Agriculture was not significantly related

(R=.20 or greater) to any other professional status" However, affiliatÍon with

Engineeringwas positively related to rank (Iì=.26), to holding office in a
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TABLE XII

ECONoMIC LIBRALISM BY PROFESSIONAL STATUSES (N=206)

TABLE XIII

POLITICAL LIBERALI¡IM BY PROFESSIONAL STATUS;S N=206)

alliliated with Humanities

oriented toward research

alfiliated with Social Sciences

longevify teaching at this
university

totel teaching longevity

aff ¡liated with Engineering

academic rank

tenured for 2 or more years

high rate of publishing in
learned journals

held office in professional
asBociation

-.00

..02

-.t4

-.05

-. 11

.31

.32

.33

.35

.36

..s6

.37

.38

-. 15

.19

.32

.21

-.26

.06

.06

9.3

10.4

Ll.2

L2.4

13.0

13.3

5.8

?.6

E.7

Varlable

aff iltated with Huma.nities

aff iliated with Agriculture

dissatisfied with job

aff¡Iiated with Social Sciences

high rate of publishiog in other
ttran learned joumals

aff ùiated v¡ith Education

afriliated with Natural Sciences

affiliated with Engineering

longevity teaching at t¡is
university

total teaching longevity

Simple R Multiple R Beta E:çlained

.34

-.26

.14

.08

-.09

-.01

-.05

-.04

-.t4

-.01

.34

.39

.41

.43

.43

.44

.&

.45

.46

.49

.51

.06

.15

.23

11.6

L3.2

1?. 1

18. 1

-.10 18.8

.20 19.1

.19 19.5

.L7 20.6

-.4L 21.0

.49 24.3

-07 13.6
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professional association (R=.25), and to having a high salary Gl=.20). Similarly,

affiliation with Education was negatively related to orientation to research 6l=-.29¡,

and negatively related to publishing in learned journals (Il=-.22\, ttre latter being

positively related to affiliation with the Natural Sciences (R="25). This interaction

between the variables used to measure professional statuses could have led to

suppression of the one explaining the least additional varia¡ce. In total, academic

affiliation explained 18 percent of thevariance in economic attitudes, and ?.? percent

of the variance in political attitudes.

The only other professional status that was related to both economic and

political attitudes was longevity. Both total longevity and local longevity ïyere

inversely related to liberalism. An inspection of the zero-order correlation

coefficients showed that in addition to a high inter-correlation between the hvo

types of longevity (R=.85), both were related to certain other professionaL statuses

as follows: positively relatedto salary (R=.?l- and .60 respectively), to rank

(R="60 and .51 respectively), tohavingtenure for two or moreyears (R=.52 and

.49 respectively), to holding office in a professional association (R=.40 and .38

respectively), to publishing at ahigh level in learned journals (Ft=.27 and .23

respectively), and to publishing at a high level in other than learned journals

(R="27 and .21 rcspectively). In total, longevity explained 3.7 percent of the

variance in economic attitudes, and 1.7 percent of the variance in political

attitudes. Longevity was not a good prcdictor of eithcr economic or political

attitucles, and its cffect was not suppressccl due to intcraction with other
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professional statuscs since only one other variable with which it was correlatcd

entered the equation ahead of it in each case.

The professional statuses that were related to economic attitudes but not

related to political attitudes were: feeling dissatisfied with onets job (slight

positive relationship), and publishing at a high rate in other than learned

journals (slight negative relationship). Conversely the professional statuses that

were related to political attitudes but not to economic attitudes were: having an

orientation to research rather than to teaching, academic rank, and publishing

at a high rate in learned journals all of which had a slight negative relationship.

In addition, holding office in a professionaL association had a slight positive

relationship.

The second hypothesis was supported. The variables used to measure

non-professional statuses explained 34.6 percent of the variance in attitudes

toward economic issues, while the variables used to measure professional statuses

explained onLy 24.3 percent of the variance. Similarly, the variables used to

measure non-professional statuses explained 22.1petcent of the variance in

attitudes toward political issues (or political orientation), while the variables

used to measure professional statuses explained only 13"6 percent of the

variance. The consistent differences between the amount of variance in each

attitudc cxplained by the two sets of indcpendent variables (approximately 10

pcrccnt), suggests the validity of the measurcmcnt indices. Socialization in

certain non-¡rrofcssional statuses, namcly political ¡rarty identification and

rcligious affiliation, was morc inrportant in thc formation of attituclcs toward

ccortornic and ¡rolitical issucs than was socialization in ¡trofcssional st¿rtuscs.
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Of interest with respect to the professional statuses was the lack of

similarity between the two sets of independent variables association with

the two types of personal attitudes. With the exception of salary which was

unrelated to either type of personal attitude, political attitudes seemed to be

more affected by position within the professional field (or professional

eminence), ând economic attitudes seemed to be more related to location within

the university system" Three of the four indices of professional eminence were

related to political attitudes, namely orientation to research vs. teaching,

number of publications, and activities in professional associations, while the

fourth variables, job satisfaction, was not. Having an orientation to research

rather than teaching was negatively related to political liberalism, contrary to

previous research in which it was found to have no effect (Cole a¡d Adamsons,

19?0:392). As expected, publishing at a high rate was negatively related to

political liberalism, but contrary to previous findings holding office in a

professional association was positively related to liberalism (CoIe and Adamsons,

1970:393). However, the correlation in the latter case was extremely small

(R=.01) 
"

By contrast, economic liberalism \¡/as more closely related to location

within the university system than to professional. eminence. AII of the six

dummy variables used to measure acaclemic affiliation plus both of the indices

of longevity entered the regression equation" In addition, two of the variables

used to measure professional emincnce were also related to economic attitudes

in the expected direction. Dissatisfaction with oners job was positively related,
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while publishing at a high rate was negatively related to economic liberalism

(Cole and Adamsons, 19?0:393-4). Of the two different types of professional

statuses, location within the university sytem (especially academic discipline)

ïvas a better predictor of personal attitudes toward both economic and political

issues than was position within the professional field (or professional

eminence). Perhaps this occurred because the issue involved in the present

study was local rather than national or international, and economic rather than

political.
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THE THIRD HYPOTHESIS

If the direction of the behavioral norm in the university as

a whole is liberal, the greatest amount of attitude-behavior

inconsistency will occur among attitudinally conservative

professors, and if the behavioral norm is conservative the

greatest amount of inconsistency will occur among attitudinally

liberal professors.

Since the behavioral norm in the university as a whole was conservative

(with only 32.5 percent of the respondents actively supporting the strike), the

greatest inconsistency between attitudes and behaviors ïi/as expected among

professors who were attitudinally liberal. Personal attitudes as measured by

both the economic liberalism index and the political liberalism index were

again dichotomized on the basis of frequency distribution into "liberals'Î and

r¡conservatives'r. Economic liberals included professors whose scores were

between l-5 and 25 onthe economic liberalism index (1\=10? or 49.8 percent),

and economic conservatives included professors whose scores were between 5

and 14 on the index (N=108 or 50"2 percent). Political liberals included

professors who rated themselves as moderately liberal, strongly liberal,

and radical (N=133 or 63.6 percent), and political conservatives included

professors who rated themselves as strongly conservative, moderately

conservative, and middle-of-the-road 0{=?6 or 36.4 percent). Stril<e ltehavior
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was dichotornized as previously described into professors who did not support

the strike ('rdid nothingtr or 'ronly read literature'r) and professors who did

support the strike in any way. In addition, the number of ways in which

professors supported the strike was dichotomized into low support (those who did

nothing or only one thing to support the strike), and high support (those who did

two or more things to support the strike). The distribution of each of these

indices of strike behavior was shown previously in Table VIII.

As shown in Table XIV which compares both economic and politicat attitudes

to both indices of strike behavior, professors who \ryere attitudinally conservative

behaved more consistently with their own attitude than professors who were attitudinally

liberal. With respect to economic attitudes, 16.5 percent of attitudinally conservative

professors behaved inconsistently by supporting the strike, whereas 53.9 percent of

attitudinally liberal professors behaved inconsistently by not supporting the strike,

adifference of 37.4 percent" Similarly, in terms of amount of strike support,

(Behavior II\, L2.4 percent of attitudinally conservative professors behaved

inconsistently by supporting the strike at a high level, whereas 56 . 5 percent of

attitudinally liberal professors behaved inconsistentty by not supporting the

strike at a high level, a difference of 44.1 percent. Similar relationships were

found rvith respect to political attitudes. Only 13.5 percent of attitudinally

conservative professors behaved inconsistently by supporting the strike,

whereas 57.6 ¡tcrccnt of attitudinally libcral professors bchaved inconsistently

by not supporting thc strikc, a diffcrcnce of 44.1 pcrcent. The greatest diffcrcnce
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(50.6 percent) occurred with respect to amount of strike support and political

attitude: 10.8 percent of attitudinally conservative professors behaved

inconsistently by supporting the strike at a high level, whereas 61.4 percent of

attitudinally liberal. professors behaved inconsistently by not supporting the

strike at a high level. The third. hypothesis was confirmed.

TABLE XTV

PERSONAL ATTITT]DES BY STRIKE BEHAVIORS
(in percent)

PERSONAL ATTITUDES

Economic Attitude Political Attitude

BEHAVIOR I Conservative Liberal Conservative Liberal

No Support

Support

Total N

83" 5

16"5

(e6)

53.9

46.L

(115)

86. 5

13.5

( 741

57.6

42.4

(132)

BBHAVIOR II

8?.6

L2.4

(e7)

56. 5

43.5

(115)

89.2

10.8

(74',,

6L.4

38.6

( L32)

Low Support

High Support

Total N
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THE FOURTH IryPOTI{BSIS

When close colleaguesr attitudes toward the strike are

perceived as being in opposition to personal attitude,

professors will behave more inconsistently than when close

colleaguesr attitudes are perceived as being the same as

personal attitude.

The fourth hypothesis was tested by partial correlation analysis. Zero-order

correlation coefficients were computed for both indices of personal attitudes and

both indices of overt strike behavior. These were compared to the partial

correlation coefficients controlling first for the respondentrs usual associates,

second for the intensity of the relationship between respondents and colleagues,

and third for colleague attitudes and colleague behaviors" Personal attitudes were

measured by both the economic liberalism index and the political liberatism index"

Overt strike behavior r,¡/as measured by both the indices described in Table VIII

(that is, highest level of strike support, and number of different support

activities). The only type of "usual associatestt for whom attitude measures were

available was for department colleagues. Therefore only respondents who

claimed that they usually associated with colleagues from their own department

were considered. The intensity of the respondent-colleague relationship was

measurcd by the social sup¡rort indcx (computed from five itcms) as previously

describcd. Colleaguc attitudcs were measurccl by the sccond economic libcralism
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index þerceived colleague attitudes). In addition, eolleague behaviors during

the strike were measured by the direct question previously described which asked

respondents about the behavior of their colleagues.

For professors who usually associated with colleagues from their own

department it was exlpected that those who had a high-intensit5r relationship

with their colleagues would attempt to mærimize t}rre approval and esteem of

those colleagues. Therefore those professors would be more likely to behave

in accordance with their perce.pion of the attitudes (a.r;rd/or behaviors) of their

close colleagues regardless of their own personal attitudes. The greatest

inconsistency between attitude and behavior was e>rpected when a respondent had

a high-intensity relationship with colleagues whose attitudes (artd/or behaviors)

were contrar5r to the professorts own personal attitude (either liberal or

conservative). On the other hand, a professor who had a low-intensity relationship

with his department colleagues was not expected to attempt to ma:rimize the

approval and esteem of his colleagues, and would therefore be free to behave

in accordance with his own personal attitude. Table XV shows the zero-order

partial correlation coefficients for each index of strike behavior and each index

of personal attitude, and the first-order partial correlations controlling for each

of the following: usual associatei, intensity of the respondent-colleague

relationship, perceived colleague attitudes, and perceived colleague behaviors.

Table XVI again shows the zero-order partial correlations between strike behavior

and personal attitudes; plus the second-order partial correlations (controlling for

usual associates plus each of the following: intensity of relationship, colleague
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attitudes, and colleague behaviors); and the third-order partial correlations

(controlling simultaneously for usual associates and intensity of relationship,

plus colleague attitudes and colleague behaviors respectively).



TABLE XV

STRIKE BEHAVIOR BY PM,SONAL ATTITTIDES CONTROLLING FOR USUAL ASSOCIATES,
INTENSITY OF RELATIONSHIP, A}ID COLLEAGUESI ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS

(First order partial correlations)

Strike
Support

Amount of
Strike
Support

Zero-Order Partials

PERSONAL ATTITUDES

First Order Partial Correlations Controllins For

Usual Associates Intensity of Relationship

Liberalism Liberalism

Behavior

Colleague Attit*d"" I Cott""g*" eú
I PER SONAL ATT ITUD ES

Strike
Support

Amount of
Strike
Support

Economic
Liberalism

First Order Partials Controlling For

.42

Political
Liberalism

.50

N=206

.48

Economic
Lit¡ersl ism

.5û,

Political
f ,iharql ism

.33

I(o
F
I

.42

.4

.47



IABI,E XVI

STÎ'¡KE BEHAVIOR BY PER,SONAL ATTITI'DES BY COLLEAGUES,
CON1BOLLING FOR USUAL ASSOCIATES AND INTENSITY OF

(Second and third orde¡. partial correlations)

Strike
Support

Amount of
Strike
6upport

.4 .47

.51 .50

Second Ordêr Partial Correlations Controlling For Usual Associates .And

Intensity of Relationship

PERSONAL ATTITUDES

ATTITTTDES AND BEHAVIORS
REL.A,TIONSHIP

.43 .46

.49 .49

Economic Political
Liberaliem Liberalism

,40 .47

.48 .50

Third Order Partial Correlations Controlling for Usual
Associates, Intensity of Relationship, And

Behaviors

Strike
Support

Amount of
Strike
Support

Colleague Attitudes

,32 .43

.4\ .47

Economic Political
Liberalism Liberalism

PERSONAL ATTITUDES

,40 .46

.47

N=206

Colleague Behaviors

Economic Political
Liberalism Liberalism

.49

I
@
N
I

.32 .43

.4L .46
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As shown by the zero-order correlation coefficients, both types of personal

attitudes were related to strike behavior in the e>çected direction. Economic and

political liberalism were strongly associated with having supported the strike, and

withthe amount of strike support. AII relationships were significant at the .001

level.

However,ofthefourvariablesthoughttobeassociatedwiththeeffectof

socialsupportontheattitude-behaviorre1ationship,on1yperceivedcolleague

behavior had any effect regardless of which combination of variables was controlled" 'i'

Perceived colleague behaviors had a moderate effect in the expected direction on the

relationship between personal attitudes toward economic issues and either of the indices

of strike behavior (the correlations were redueed by about .10, but were still

significant at the .001 level). However, perceived colleague behavior had no effect

on the relationship between political attitudes and strike behavior. Further,

controlling for any combination of the remaining variables (namely, usual associates,

intensity of relationship, and perceived colleague attitude) produced essentially no

change in any of the correlation coefficients. In fact, the coefficients between both

of the indices of personal attitude, and both of the indices of strike behavior were

amazingly stable even when the four possibl e intervening variables were simultaneously

controlled. The fourth hypothesis was therefore disconfirmed.

The clue for explaining these unexpectcd results would seem to be connected

to the effect of colleague behavior on the relationshi¡r between econornic attitucles

and strike behavior, while having no effect on the relationship between political
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attitudes and strike behavior. Both attitude indices were measured by items of

a general nature rather than items relating specifically to the issue. However,

since the issue was a strike for higher wages by non-professional university staff,

it was more of an economic than a political issue" In that sense, the economic

liberalism index probably measured attitudes related more specifically to the

issue, and having greater relevance to the respondents" This could explain why

only the relationship between economic attitudes and strike behaviors was affected

by colleague behaviors" This, taken together with the failure of any of the other

three indices of social support to affect the attitude-behavior relationship would

seem to indicate that professors are not influenced by what their colleagues think,

and are only influenced by what their colleagues do rvhen it concerns a salient issue

with which they are confronted.

These results point to the importance of using specific rather than general

measures of personal attitudes, and to the importance of studying the attitude-

behavior relationship relative to the emergence of some salient issue.
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THE FIFTH HYPOTHESIS

When colleague attitudes toward the strike are perceived as

ambiguous professors will behave in accordance with their

own attitudes.

The fifth hypothesis was tested by comparing the amount of inconsistency

in the attitude - behavior relationship, as computed in Table XIV to test the

third hypothesis, to the amount of inconsistency in the same relationship

controlling for each of the following: (1) ambiguous colleague attitudes;

(2) ambiguous colleague behaviors. Personal attitudes, measured by both the

economic liberalism index and the political liberalism index were dichotomized

as previously described into 'rliberaLsrr and ttconservaf,ivesrr. Colleague attitudes

were agatJr measured by the second economic liberalism index þerceived eolleague

liberalism). As previously described, scores which fell between 15 and 1T on the

index were interpreted to mean that either respondents were u¡rdecided as to

their colleagttest attitudes, or that respondents perceived that their colleaguest

attitudes were split. In either case, colleaguest attitudes were ambiguous.

Perceived colleague behaviors were measured by a direct question þreviously

described) which asked respondents about the behaviors of their colleagues during

the strike. Respondents who clairned that their colleagues were either neutral or

split rvith respect to strike support were considered to have perceived that their

colleagues bchavcd ambiguously"
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As shorvn in Table XVII, (and considering only the first index of behavior

since the results for both were very similar), a total of 83.5 percent of

economically conservative professors and 46. 1 percent of economically

liberal professors behaved in accorda¡ce with their own personal attitudes; a

difference of.37.4 percent. Controlling for ambiguous colleague attitudes, the

difference in attitude-behavior consistency between economically conservative

and economically liberal professors was increased by 9.8 percent (87.2 percent

and 40.0 percent reqpectively behaved in accordance with their own personal

attitudes). Controlling for ambiguous colleague behaviors, the difference in

attitude-behavior consistency betrreen economically conservative and economically

liberal professors was increased by 2.9 percent (83.6 percent and 33.3 percent

respectively behaved in accordance with their own personal attitudes). Contrary

to the e>çected efÏect, when colleaguesr behaviors were perceived as ambiguous

(and to a slight extent, when colleagued attitudes \Mere perceived as ambiguous),

economically liberal professors were even less likely to behave in accordance

with their o\¡/n personal attitude. The only effect on economically conservative

professors lüras a veqF slight increase in the ex¡pected direction (attitudes and

behaviors were more consistent).
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TABLE XVII

PERSONAL ATTITT,JDES BY SIÎ'IKE SI'PPORT CONTBOLLINC
FOR THE EFFECTS OF AIUBIGUOUS COLLEAGTIE

ATTTTT'DES AI.ID B EHAVIORS
(ln percent)

5?.6

42.4

(132)

61.4

38.6

(132)

No Support

Support

Total N

2. Lorv Support

High Support

Total N

E6. 5

13.5

(t4t

53.9

46.1

(115)

83.5

16. 5

(e7)

87.6

t2.4

(e?)

56.5

43.5

(115)

89.2

10.8

(741

Economic Economic Potitical political
Conservatism Liberalism Conscrvatism Liberalism

Behavior
Economic Economic Political political

Conservatism Liberalism Conservatism Liberalism

Economic Economic
Conservatism Liberalism

Political Political
Conservatism Liberalism

Controlling for Ambiguous Colleague Attitude

87.2

12.8

(47)

89.4

10.6

(471

Controlling for Ambiguous Colleague Behavior

No support

Support

Total N

Lonr Support

High Support

Total N

8?.8

12.2

(4r)

90.2

9.8

(41)
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With respect to political attitudes (and again considering only the first index

of behavior), 86.5 percent of politically conservative professors as compared to

42"4 percent of politically liberal professors behaved in accordance with their own

attitudes; a difference of 44.L percent. Controlling for ambiguous colleague

attitudes, the difference in amount of attitude-behavior consisteney between

politically conservative and politicatly liberal professors was increased by 12.6

percent. Controlling for ambiguous colleague behaviors, the difference in amount

of attitude-behavior consistòncy between politically c onservative and pol itic ally

liberal professors was inereased by L2.0 percent. Again contrary to the expected

effect, when either colleaguest attitudes or colleaguest behaviors were perceived

as ambiguous, politically liberal professors were even less like1y to behave in

accordance with their own personal attitude" The only effect on politically

conservative professors was a very slight increase in consistency as expected.

The fifth hypothesis was therefore disconfirmed beeause of the rinexpected effect

of ambiguous colleague support on professors who were attitudinally liberal.

In attempting to explain this unexpected effect, it is necessary to examine

the effect of both itliberaltr a¡d trconservative'f colleagues on the consistency of

the relationship between respondentts attitudes and behaviors. The results are

shown in Table XVIII. In total, 83.5 percent of economically conservative

respondents and 46.1 percent of economically liberal responclents behaved in

accordance with their own attitudes. When collcague attitudes were conservative

there was little effcct on conservative respondents, howcver as expected, more

liberal respondcnts bchaved inconsistently (9.3 percent on the cconomic

liberalism index, and 9.1 pcrcent on the political libcralism index). When
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colleague attitudes were liberal an additional 14.7 percent of economically

conservative respondents a¡d 7.6 percent ofpoliticallyconservative respondents

behaved inconsistently;while an additional 16"1percent of economicatty liberal 
,,,,,,,,.

respondents and 27.3 percent of politically liberal respondents behaved :'::'::

consistently. When colleague behaviors were liberal the results were similar

with an additional 16.8 and 11.5 percent of conservative reqpondents behaving ,,: : :

inconsistently, respectively; while an additional 23.3 and [:.Apercent of liberal ''t"t..'ì'

t,,' . ..'

respondents behaved consistently respective to the two attitude indices. ::,::-j.

In general, liberal colleagues had a greater effect on both liberal and

conservative respondents. When colleagues \Mere perceived as supporting the

strike, liberal professors were much more likely to behave in accordance with

their own attitudes, while eonservative professors were much more likely to

behave contrary to their own attitudes. rühen colleagues were perceived as

ambiguous or as opposing the strike, liberal professors were less likely to behave in

accordance with their own attitudes, while conservative professors were slightly

more likely to behave consistently. Rather than having the effect of freeing

professors to act in accordance with their orv\¡n personal attitudes, ambiguous

social support had the same effect on liberal professors as colleague opposition.

CoIe and Adamsons also found this type of effect, and thought that even ambiguous

social support encouraged traditional academic behavior and discouraged non-

conventional behavior such as cancelling classes.

Other e:<planations, which were previously discussed, aîe also possible"

First, since the general context or behavioral norm in the university as a whole
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TABLE XVIIT

PM,SONAL ATTITUDES BY STRIKE SUPPORT CONTROLLING FOR THE
EFFEcrs oF coNSERvATrvE AND LrBm,AL COLLEAGUES (in percent)

Behavior
Economic

Conservatism
Economic Political political

Liberalism Conservatism Liberalism

No Support 83.5

Support 16.5

53.9

46.1

86.5

13.5

67.6

42.4

Total N (9?) (115) (741 (132)

Controlling for the EfÏect of Conservative Colleague Attitude*

Behavior
Economic Economic Political Political

LiberalismConservatism Liberalism Conservatism

Total N (a4) (s8) (25) (45)

Controlling for the Effect of Liberal Colleague Attitude

Behavior Conservatism Liberalism Conservatism Liberalism

No Support 85.3

Support tA.1

No Support 68.8

Support g1.B

63.2

36.8

37.8

62.2

88.0

L2.0

66.7

33.3

78.9 30.3

2L.7 69.7

Total N (16) (37) (1e) (33)

Controlling for the Effect of Liberal Colleagu.e Behavior

Behavior
Economic Economic political politicat

Conservatism Liberalism Conservatism Liberalism

No Support 66.7 30.6

69.4

75.0

25.0

29.2

70.8Support 3g.g

Total N etl (49) (20) (48)

* Conservative colleague behavior has been excluded since all professors
behaved conservatively regardless of their economic or political attitudes
(that is, 8 economically liberal respondents, and 1b politically liberal
respondents).
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was conservative, the lack of clear social support for liberalism could have

suppressed that type of behavior. This was unlikely since in Cole and

Adamsonsr study in which the same effect resulted from ambiguous social

support, the behavioral norm in the university was liberal. A second

explanation could be that the method of measuring the presence, absence, or

ambiguity of social support was invalid. This was also unlikely since both

indices (that is, colleaguest attitudes and colleaguest behaviors) produced

essentially the same results as shown in Tables XVII and XVIII. A third

explanation, related to Cole and Adamsonsr explanation, was that without clear

social support for deviating from traditional academic practice, professors

feel a high degree of obligation to uphold their teaching contract with the

university. However, it was not,.possible to test this e>rplanation. A fourth

enplanation involved the ease with which a¡ attitude may be negated as opposed

to the difficulty of motivating a behavior. This, combined with the effect of

traditional academic practice, could well explain the unexpected effect of

ambiguous social support on attitudinally liberal p"of"rro"r.

\.;4,_;4,:1,:¡;;r..::...::i. :.1,:-,\ ::. - t't-.i:.- ;"i. ;!.' r'.-
j r,l:i:i,t:.1:1..:,."'.....':, t"., :'-..'..a.i.....;:' :.,.:: tl
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY .AND CON CLUSIONS

this thesis attempted to identify and explain some of the sources of

attitude-behavior inconsistency among professors in relation to a campus strike

by other staff in a Canadian university. The two conceptual processes which

were eonsidered were the attitude formation process, and the attitude conversion

process. With respect to the former, socialization in certain non-professional

statuses (namely political party identifieation and religious affiliation) was found

to erçlain more variance in attitudinal predispositions toward economic a¡d

political issues than was explained by socialization in professional statuses.

However,contrary to e>çectations, attitudinal predispositions toward both types

of issues were found to vary according to academic affiliation. Thi s probably

occurred due to the generatity of the indices with which personal attitudes were

measured rather than due to error in the conceptual framework.

rWith respect to the attitude conversion process, the effects of social support

(or colleaguesr attitudes) on the consistency of the attitude-behavior relationship

was examined in relation to three conditions: the behavioral norm in the

university as a whole, colleaguest attitudes when these were perceived to ¡u io

opposition to personal attitudes, and colleaguest attitudes when these were
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perceived to be neutral or split. The relevance of social support to each

respondent was considered in relation to his self-identified usual associates,

and in relation to his perception of the intensity of the relationship with those

associates (as measured by closeness, visibility, and responsiveness). It was

expected that to the extent a respondent-had a high-intensity relationship with his

colleagues he would be motivated to mæcimize the approval and esteem of those

colleagues by behaving in ways consistent with his perception of their attitudes

regardless of his own personal attitude.

In terms of the first condition, the behavioral norm in the university as a

whole was conservative, and as e><pected,the greatest amount of attitude-behavior

inconsisteney occurred among attitudinally liberal professors. It appeared that a

trcà of trpping phenomenon related to the general context in the university had

occurred.

In terms of the second condition, contrary to expectations, controlling for

the effects of any combination of colleaguesr attitudes, usual associates, or

intensity of relationship produced no change in the correlations between either

index of strike behavior and either index of personal attitudes. However, eontrolling

for the effects of colleaguest behaviors (a measurement index used to test the

validity of the index used to measure colleaguesr attitudes) produced a moderate

change in the expected direction in the correlation between strike behavior and

economic attitudes, but not in the correlation between strike behavior and political

attitudes. This change in ttre relationship between strike behavior and economic
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but not political attitudcs probably occurred because of the greater generality of

the index used to measure political attitudes. Further, it would seem to indicate

that professors are more influenced by what their colleagues do than by what they

say, but only when confronted with a specific salient issue. Once again the

importance of using specific attitude indices, and of examining the attitude-

behavior relationship in relation to some salient issue must be stressed.

In terms of the third condition, when colleaguest attitudes were perceived

to be ambiguous, as expected attitudinally conservative professors behaved some-

what more consistently, but contrary to expectations, attitudinally liberal professors

behaved somewhat more inconsistently. When colleaguesr behaviors were perceived

to be ambiguous, there was no effect on attitudinally conservative professors, but

contrary to expectations, attitudinally liberal professors behaved much more

inconsistently" Due to the unex¡pected effect of ambiguous social support on

attitudinally liberal respondents, consideration was directed toward the effects of

colleaguesr attitudes and of colleaguesr behaviors when these were perceived as

liberal, and as conservative.

When colleaguest attitudes \ryere perceived to be conservative there was no

effect on attitudinally conservative professors, and as expected attitudinally liberal

professors behaved somewhat more inconsistently. When colleaguest behaviors

were perceived to be conservativg all professors behaved conservatively, contrary

to thc expectation for attitudinally libcral professors.
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Îüi/hen colleagues? attitudes were perceived to be liberal, as expected

attitudinally conservative professors behaved much more inconsistently, and

attitudinally liberal professors behaved much more consistently. When colleagues' 
,

behaviors were perceived to be liberal, there was an even greater effect in the

ercpected direction on both liberal and conservative professors.

In other words, only when colleaguest attitudes or behaviors were perceived 
.,

to be liberal did professors behave as expected. Contrary to expectations, 
''

t,l 
,

ambiguous social support had the same effect as colleague opposition on attitudinally :'ìi

liberal professors. It seemed probable that in the absence of clear social support

fordeviation,professorSactedinaccordancewithtraditionatacademicpractice

and with the terms of their teaching eontracts with the universit5r. One further I

point,ingeneraltheeffectsofcol1eagues'behavior(either1ibera1,ambiguous,or

conservative) were greater than the effects of colleaguest attitudes on the relationship

between strike behavior and personal attitudes.

As previously mentioned, this would seem to indieate the importance of using

specific measurement indices in relation to specific issues" It would also support

the proposition that professors are more influenced by what their colleagues do than

by what they say. These two propositions are the Ínost important recommendations

which can be made on the basis of this study. Further research should take both

into consideration, not only with respect to the attitudes and behaviors of professors,

but also with respect to any population, since people in general may be more

influenced þ the actions than bV the words of their associates.
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15 March, L974

Dear Faculty Menber:

Your name has been drawn as part of a sample of acade¡nic staff
teaching in the major departnents on this campus. The present study
evolved out of a survey of facuLty attitudes regarding the strike by
CAIMAW last fa1.1.

The present study will be of interest to many disciplines in terms
of both its theoretical and practicaL value. Sone previous research
has been conducted in regard to faculty attitudes. However, this study
is unique for two reasons. First, previous studies have been carried out
in American universities; and second, previous research has focused
on faculty support of strikes or de¡nonstrations by students.

For these reasons, your assistance in this research is of the ut-
most inportance. A research assistant wiLl be contacting you shortly,
and will. deLiver a questionnaire which you will be asked to complete
and return as soon as possible. Your co-operation in this respèct will
be appreciated.

We fuLly realize the demands on your time, especially at this
time of year. However, I sincerely hope that you will take a few
minutes to make your contribution to this study. rf you have any ques-
tions or difficulties, please do not hesitate to contact Dr. stuart
Johnson (474-9673) or nyself (474-8495).

Thank you.

Yours truly,

Diane A. Dilling
Sociology Graduate Student

ttl

DAD/lK
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Department of Sociology
Winnipeg, Canada R3T 2N2

15 March, L974

Dear Faculty Menber:

Enclosed is a questionnaire about your background; your profession;
the type of interaction you have with your departnent colleagues; and
your reactions to the strike we had last fall

*r,i"r,TitTTiå::",:: l:HJ'*ä ï.:: ff::-i: ::,;::ï:'i:"Tli i3i"Ë:
such as a strike. As ¡nentioned in our previous Letter, !ùe are interested
in patterns of behavior.

This questionnaire is annonymous in the sense that no names or other
identifying informatioq will. be used in any resuLting publications. Ttre
nu¡nber which appears on your questionnaire is for the purpose of followirig
up non-responses. All your answers wiLl. be treated as confidential infor-
mation.

Again, Let ¡ne stress the importance of your participation in this
study. We would certainly appreciate your co-operation in cornpleting and
returning your questionnaire as soon as possible (preferrabl.y before
March 29, L974). As you know, research funds and conputer tine must be
used before the end of the fiscal year.

Thank you for your co-operation.

yours truly, 
./t

Diane A. Dilling
Sociology Graduate Student

DAD/lk
enclosure

If you have questions or further information is needed caLl Dr. Stuart D.
Johnson at 474-9673 or Diane Dilling at 474-8495.

r.^l

-
g.M
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March 26, 1974

Dear Faculty Member:

Recently you received a questionnaire from us requesting
your participation in a study about the formation of attitudes
toward social issues. Since I appreciate the demands on your
time and realize that you may have forgotten about the questio-
nnaire, this letter is to remind you that I would appreciate
your response before Marcla 29, L974.

Thank you agaÍ-n for your cooperation.

Yours tru1y,
,1 z?

Diane A. Dilling /
DAD:ar Sociology Graduate Student

.r'-t+t

-
UM
:
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March 28, L974

Dear Faculty Member:

Last week we sent you a letter and a questionnaire
about the formation of attitudes toward social issues. As
ï/e have not yet heard from you we expect that the material. .

never reached you or has been mislaid
Since our sample was carefully drawn and is therefore

representative of the facultyr wê would appreciate your co-
operation in restrpnding. We are sending you a copy of our
original letter, another questionnaire, and an envelope. We
hope that you will be able to spare a few minutes to comprete
and return your questionnaire

If you have any questtons or would like further infor-
mation please contact Dr. stuart Johnson at 474-9673 or Diane
Dilling at 474-8495.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Yours truly,

'- 1/: / (/'

Dr. Stuart D,2"Joh'nson
Associate Professor of Sociology

/
Diane A. Dilling
Sociology Graduate Student

SDJ/DAD/ar
encl.
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April I, 1974

Dear Faculty Member:

We would stil1 like you to participate in our study.
All but 49 of the 32O faculty members to whom we sent a
questionnaire regarding the forrnation of attitudes toward
social issues have replied. Soon we must tabulate our rê-
sults which may not be representative of the faculty on
this campus if you do not help us. We would like to maxi-
mize our returns so as to reduce the chances of making
serious errors in our conclusions.

Your cooperation in completing and returning your
questionnaire immediately would be greatly appreciated.
Be assured that your answers will be treated confidentially.

Yours truly,

i '/' \ '¡\

rrr-. Stuart D. /þhnson
Asso.;iate Proféssor of Sociology

Diane A. Dilling ,/
Sociology Graduate Student

SDJ/DAD/ar



The University of Manitoba

Department of Sociology -LL}-
Winnipeg, Canada R3T 2N2

April 3, 1974

Dear Faculty Member:

Now all but 26 of the 32O faculty members to whom we
sent questionnaires regarding the for:nation of attitudes to-
ward social issues have replied. We are hoping to get a lOO
per cent response to our questionnaire. Thereforer wê are
again requesting your cooperation. Your reply will add to
the value of those already received

It would most certainly be appreciated if you would
take a few minutes to contribute to our study by completing
and returning your questionnaire.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Yours tru1y,
4 

-,.. | ,l

---'' Dr. Stuart i ftonn=onAssociate Professor of Sociology

, ,.n. ,//z/.

Diane A. Dilling
Sociology Graduate Student

SDJ/DAD/ar

-^ì

-
UM
=:::
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f.This section of the questi-onnaj-re contains questions about your bacþround..
Please ans?Íel: all questions.

l-. ïn what Faculty do you teaeh?

Arbs _1
Sci-enee _2
Education _l

Agriculture _-4
Engineering _5
Adninistrative

Studies 6

2. l¡ühat is your major department?

3. If you are a member of a College, please state which one?

4. I'lhere is your office located?
Building Floor

5. Tthat is your present rank?

Professor _1
Associate Professor _2
Assistant Professor _?
Lecturer or fnstnrctor _lr

5.a rf you hold an administrative posítíon, please specify which one?

Associate Head _1
Head or Chairman _2
Associate Dean _?
Dean J

6. How many years including this year have you been teaching fuIl-tirne
at a college or university? :

7. How marSr years including this year have you been teaching fuIl-time
at this university?

8. Please specify your sex: Male 

-1 

Female Z

g. How oId !,¡ere you on your last birthday?
under 25 _L tþ5 - t+g _6
25-29 

-2 
50-54 -l

39" - 3t+ 
-3 

55 - 59 
-835 - 39 

-4 
60 or over _9

I'O - ll+ _5
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10. vüith which political party do you identify? please complete the
appropriate column.

Canadian citizens: American citizens¡

Progressive Conservative _L Bepr:blican _1a
Liberal _2 Democratic _2a
New Democratic _? Independent _Ja (specify)
Social Credit _Jr None _þa
Comm¡nist _5
Obher, (specífy) _6
None -l

11. ülhich do you consider yourself to be:

strongly conservative _1
moderately conservative 

-2middle-of-the-road _3
moderately liberal J.
strongly liberal _5
radical 

-6!2. ülhat is your religi-on?

Protestant _1 Mennonite 5

Anglican _2 Obher _6 (specify)
Catholic _? None -J
Jewj-sh J-

t3. Tthich of the following categories best describes the usual occupation
of your father?

_ Professional - income from fees3 erge doctor, lawyer

- 
Professional - income from salarlr! ergo teacher, clergrman

_ Proprietor or Manager: e.gr farm ovüners, assistant executives

- 
Sales (other than sales manager or administrator): e.g. auto

salesman, real estate salesman

_ Clerical: e.g. bank cIerk, booldceeper, secretary

_ Skilled worker3 êogo electrician, p}rnber, carpenter

_ Semi-skilled worker: e.g. plumbers helper, assembly line worker,
tnck driver

Service worker: e.g. policeman, barber, barbender
Unskilled worker: e.g. Janitor, farm and hearry laborer

2.
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ïï. Thi-s secti-on deals with various aspects of your profession. Please
ansrüer all questions.

l-. trlhat is your position relative to tenure?

do not have tenure _1
vüi1l be consid.ered j-n the nexü academic year _2
received tenure this academic year (tgZl-Zlù _3
received tenure two or more years ago __.4

2n I'lhat is your present salary?

SLOrggg or less 
-1 

IZ'OOO - 18, ggg _5
111000 - !2rggg z lgrooo - 2orggg _6
131000 - tLtggg 3 21'OOO - 22rggg 'l
151000 - t6r999 l+ 23.OOO and over _B

3. Do your interests 1ie prj-rnarily in teaching or in research?

very heavily in research _1
in both, but J-ean toward research 2

in both, but J-ean toward teaching _!
very heavily in teaching _þ
other (specify ) _¡

h. l¡lould you please indicate the number of Erblications, including thosein press, that you.have in each of the following categories?

3"

books or monographs of which you are author or co-author
books to which you have contributed edj-torial sen¡ice or

sÍgned artícIes or chapters
papers contributed to learned. journals of national or

internaüional reputation
papers of more general interest contributed to periodicals

of recognized cuJ-tural standing
revi-ew and review artícles i-n learned Journals
contributíons to pr:.blished government reporbs
exbension bulletins; contríbutions to trade journals;

¡rublished proeeedings of conferences, committees,
and other organizations; and published abstracts

contributions to f-iterary and professional periodicals of
local rather than national or international repru.tati-on _8

papers publíshed by a universi-ty research center or institute _9

2

_2
h

_5
6
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5. Have you ever held office in a professi-onal association?

yes _L no _2
6. In general, how satisfying do you find your present Job?

very satisfying _1
genera1ly satisfying _2
ambi-val-ent or' und.ecided 

-3sornewhat dissatisfying J-

IIf This section deals with the t¡rye and amou¡rt of interaction you have r,rith ij.:'lyour department colleagues. ,, :

1. Do you usually associate w'ith colleagues from your own department,
or from other departments?

,..,,t,

donrt associate with either 
-1mostly with own department 

=mostly with other department(s) _3
about half and half _+

2. To what extent v¡ould you take into account the reaction of your
colleagues before trying a nelrü idea such as an innovative teaching
technique?

considerable erbent _1
somewhat ímporbant _?
of J-ittle concern _?
would not matter J- 

r.,ir,i
3. How many of your colleagues lcrow of any special interests you may .".,:"'

. have in teaching or research? . ,l

almost alJ. 

-1 

':1::.:.:l

many _2
a few _3
almost none 4 

.'."."
l+. Do you discuss yor:r professional ideas or opinÍons with your colleagues? '- :'

almosi always 

-1frequently _2
occassj-onaIly _J
almost never _J-

4.



How many of your colleagues
your areas of specialty?

Strongly Agree (SA)

Agree (A)

Undecided (U)
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seem to recognize your experbise in

Disagree (D)

Strongly Disagree (SD)

5.

5.

almost all
many

a few

almost none

How many of your col-Leagues ask your opini-on or advice in regards to
their own special projects?

almost al1
many

a few

almost none

ÏV The last section deals with your attitudes to social issues such as strikes,
gnd with yolrr reactions to the strike we had on this camptls Last faIl
(Canadian Association of Industrial, Mechanical, and A11ied hlorkers or
cATt4AW).

1. For each of the following statements, please select the response
that best represents your feeling and place the appropriate synrbol
in the space provided. The response categories to all statements ares

_2
_?

_1
_2

2

J*

6.

The government should take over all i-ndustries.
Labor should have rm:ch more voice in deciding government policies.
Legislatures are too ready to pass laws to cr¡¡rb business freedom.
For people to do their best, there rnrst be the possibility of
unJ-imíted profit.
Poverby is chiefly a result of injustice j_n the distribution
of wealth.
The government ought to guarantee a living to those who canrt
find work.

Large j-ncomes should be taxed more than they are novl.

Private ounership of property is necessary for economíc progress.
Labor does not get its fair share of what iü produces.

A person shoul-d strike in order to secure greater returns to labor.
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2. For each of the same statements r¡Iould you now please sel-ect the responsetE! g feel best represents the attitude of the majority of your

colleagues, and place the appropriate symbol in the space provided.. The
response categories are the same as before:

Strongly Rgree (SA)

Agree (A)
Disagree (D)

Strongly Disagree (SD)

Undecided (U)

The government should. take over alJ- ind.ustries.
Labor shou-l-d have rm¡ch more voice in deciding goveinment pori-cies,
Legislatures are too ready to pass laws to curb busj:ress freed.om.
For people to do their best, there rmrst be the possibility of
unli¡nited profito
Poverty is chiefly a result of injustice in the distribution
of weaith. -

The government ought to guarantee a living to those who canrt

- 
find-work. -
Large incomes should be taxed. more than they are now.

Pr-ívate ovrnership of properby is necessary for economic progress.
Iabor does not get its fair share of what i-t produces.

--- A person should strike in ord.er to secure greater returns to labor.

3. During the strike by CAII4AIT,I that we had. on this campus last fa]l, what
was the exbent of your j.nvolvement? Please check as many as are relevant.

dj-d nothing, carried on as usual- _1
read some IÍterature that circulated _z
attended some of the meetings or debates held _?
cancelled one or more classes _þ
gave money to the strike supporb fund _j
helped wrj-te or distribute pamphlets or literature _6
worked on the picket J-ine -l

refused to cross the pi-cket line at all I
other (specify ) _9

4. ùrring the CAIIvIAITI strike, vúere most of your colleague fríend.s:
actíve-in supporb of the strike 1

synpathetic with the oauses of the strikers _2
neutral _2
synpathetic with those in opposition to the strike _!+
active in opposition to the strike _5
split into some favoring and some opposing the stri-ke _ 6
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